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be notable, moreover, for the number
of distinguished people who are to
take an active part in the proceedings.
These include Governor Bliss of Michto
clined
obey.
igan, Bishop Williams of the colored
In answer Fulkerson sent a message
M. E. church. Rev. C. E. Hamilton, D.
to the secretary of the treasury Satur
D., of of Rochester, N. Y.; Rev. A.
day night which waa as follows:
D. D., of Toronto, Bishop C.
"In reply to your wire to Collector
State Convention in Carman,
B. Galloway, Rev. J. H. RidJell, D. D.,
Garrett of July 10. 1 refuse to act Republican
of Winnepeg. Miss Mary M. Dennis,
with Evans and Johnson, they having
Session at Louisville. To
of Richmond, Ind., John G. Wooley of
no discretion as to secrecy. Nor are
Nominate Officers
Chicago, President John Mitchell of
secure
to
results.
My
they competent
the United Mine Workers, Bishop
position has evidently been misrepre
Isaac W. Joyce, Rev. E. M. Mills, D.
sented to the department. I am will
D of Elmire, N. Y.. and Rev. A. C
ing to cooperate with any competent
Crews, general secretary, of the Canaboard; otherwUe my resignation will BELKNAP IN
dian Epworth League.
be tendered to the collector."
The great gathering will formally
Saturday Fulkerson
resigned and
opened tomorrow afternoon with three
he states his resignation was verbally
simultaneous meetings. The meeting
Saturday WillHOit and
acepted by the collector.
THE
HAS
FULKERSON
Making a
WHY
places will be Tent Ontario, located at
afternoon the special agents were inBurnham
with
Fight
the corner of Fourth avenue and Howstructed by the department to prefer
ard street; the Detroit opera house,
and Hradley Powtibllltle
but he
charges against Fulkerson,
and the Central M. E. church. Beclainu that he had already quitted the
sides
these three places where the
service.
seetons are to be held allot the
a anonlol aoonts
Tli In tnnrnlnn
general
ENDORSEMENT OF ROOSEVELT Methodist churches of the
city have Chief Remaining Danger Lies in Almost Complete Prostration
Clever Work of the Official in Unearthing the Irregularities ol caIed on Deputy collator Buchos
been pressed into service for the smaland tried to prevent him from accept
Hucceding the Acute Stages
the F.ass City Smelter People
ler conferences and for the headquaring the resignation that the charges
and
ters
various
state
of
the
provinmight be preferred. Collector Garrett
The morning Republican State con cial delegations. The headquarters
Is at his ranch near Las Cruces and
finds Belknap forces still today presented
vention
busy scenes as the
Fulkerson wired him today asking
votes necessary to
of delegation trooped In, regarriving
that the deputy collector be notified claiming the 1,135
nominate on the first ballot. It is ad- istered and were given their badges.
in that a verbal acceptance had taken
ROME, July 15, 9 a. m. Following and the keys taken from him. Thack-e- r
mitted by many, however, that oppo- The registers showed that every state
The muddle at the federal building obtain a more desirable position
Saturday.
place
was hurried to a tree near the jail
medical bulletin Just issued:
the service. Inasmuch as he could
sition to leader gained somewhat in of the Union will be well represnted.
has at last reached an exceedingly not
was given time In which to say
sev
and
bad
the
har
work
the
to
pope
night
"During
thereafter
expect
strength yesterday and that If the California, Oregon and other Pacific eral hours rest. His
interesting stage and has assumed a moniously at the smelter.
is 82, res his prayers, which he refused to do,
SEPTENARY.
pulse
PLAITS
Will-soE.
coast states have sent unusually large
supporters of Hon. Augustus
phase that renders it possible to give
36.2 cent- but begged for bis life. To bush his
Collector Garrett and the special
and Attorney General C. J. Pratt delegations, considering their distant piration 30, temperature noticeable cries he was hit on the head with a
the facts to the public without interFulkerson
no
has been
agent detailed Storekeeper
0(r JHE NW VQRK are able to prevent the nomination location, while the states of the mid- grade. There
8pAN op
fering with any of the investigations to investteate.
me LEADER UpE
of august rock and his unconscious body strung
He examinea
NOT TO BE MEASURED of Col. Belknap on the first ballot dle west count their delegates by the change In general condition
and counter investigations that are
cov
ore
up.
on
lead
in
duties
transactions
(Signed)
'
'
BY YEARS.
they have fair chances of nominating hundreds. Nw England, New York patient.
being made.
of two or three months
a
"LAPPONI,"
period
ering
Pratt or Willson with former" Govern and Pennsylvania are also much in evCharges and counter charges have
Will Be Tried Legally.
"MAZZONI."
and it is alleged that for this Irvtimate Friend of Seven Presidents. or W. O.
been filed thick and fast until in cer- only
Bradley and Judge A. RJ ldence, while the south is represented
of
ALBANY, N. Y., July 15. James
an
he discovered a loss
brief
to
left
Dr.
At
period,
11:05
pay
Conk-linLapponl
Direct Successor of Roscoe
Burnam as possibilities In the event of by some of the most prominent and
tain quarters when one attache meets
Little, the negro who assaulted a little
several thousand dollars. On this baAs Shaper of State Politics
active workers of
the Methodist other visit to daughter, who is suffer girl near New Baltimore yesterday,
another it has become customary for
struggle of any length.
irregularities
the
that
sis,
said
the
estimating
fever.
He
from
pope
ing
Have
him to say, "Good turning.
LOUISVILLE, July 15. The repub-- ' church
and who was removed to Catsklll Jail
had extended over a period of five
NEW YORK, July 15. This is Sen- - lican state convention is in session
might linger some days longer.
......
against you
i
charges been preferred
.!,
fear a mob would lynch blm, waa
for
'
years u. icu ,uator Piatt's birthday. He was born here today for the purpose of naming
Wanted, a Pharmacologist.
today?"
taken back to New Baltimore today.
me
i
nave
run
nunuieus
inui
up
Fall.
Calculations
May
up in Oswego, Tioga county, a little candidates for governor
The latest incident of this kind ocand other
WASHINGTON, D. C, July 15. The
The purpose of the removal was the
thousands.
town on the Erie railway, which he state officers voted for at the fall government Is In need of the services during the forenoon hours and com
curred Saturday evening when special
arraignment of the prisoner before
Out.
Left
no
Fulkerson
change
condition
shows
still claims as his residence, on the election. For the head of the ticket of a
s
practlcaly
man a pharmacologist,
treasury agents received instructions
the local justice. The negro was an
occur
The preliminary investigation
15th of July. 1833. hence he is 70 years there Is a spirited contest, the chief provided such a man can be secured since yesterday. After a compara
from the department to prefer charges
abject wreck through fear, although
and as soon as the 0lJ
A few of Wa intimate friends aspirants being Morris P. Belknap, a tor a com pens t Ion of $3,fi00 per annum, tively quiet night he became restless
against John Fulkerson. The nature red in January
he waa guarded by especially strong
case
had
of
the
com
and
of these charges was not made known, supposed importance
aggia him to celebrate the event- millionaire merchant of Louisville; he will be placed In charge of the Dt during the forenon hours
sheriff's posse In anticipation of trouof the tn, afternoon and
attention
the
to
been
He
to
Orlbrought
his
of
sleep.
at
inability
the
E.
Fulkerson's
understood
that
but it is
evening
Willson, a corporation vision of Pharmocology of the Marine plained
Augustus
ble. At New Baltimore tho nob had
refusal to testify further in the smel- department Col. E. Polk Johnson enta, Hote, Mannatan Beach, which lawyer of Louisville, and Clifton J. Hospital service. Today an examlna turned uneasily from side to side and
athered, but the prisoner was takes
.
Dace he nM made hIs 8ummer resl. Pratt, the attorney general of Ken- - tlon by the civil service commission ta seemed unable to settle himself In a
ter investigation and his declaration of New Orleans ana col. josepn
safely to Jail, Justice of the Peace Nel
that he would not act further with Evans of this city were designated by dence for many yearg
conducted at various
points comfortable posture, but there was son refusing to begin the examination
tacky.
;
' being
on
w
carry
AUhoueh Mr, piatt haa grown old
It is the general expectation that a throughout the country. It is very no recurrence of those dangerous pe until the counsel was present.
Special Agents Johnson and Evans tne treasury department
the lft8t tew year8 resolution indorsing the admlnlstra- - rare that a place commanding such a riods of delirium which aroused ap
in making the investigations, brought the investigation and ferret out the ra ldly durl
will go
Counsel from Coxsackle
down the wrath of the department up- losses but no mention was maoe 10 and durins
tion of President Roosevelt and call- - large, salary Is thrown open to compe- - prehension yesterday.
Philadelphia
tomorrow.
fato .
The
or
there
today
commtsas a member of a
a M ,,,
he ing for his nomination in 1904 will be tltion, most of the positions of that
tlo
,t
on him, and although he is now no
Tho doctors- continue to feel that the able condition ot the asaulted child
to
instructed
slon.
He
was,
however,
wouW not
he has to a large adopted with a hurrah. The only class' being outside the civil service patient's condition Is extremely dan has somewhat allayed the excitement:
longer an employe of the government
ser- - d
recovered hlg gtrenirth. and is prominent persons to oppose the reio requirements.
he will be '"Investigated" for point render to tne special agents sucn
t
gerous, but they say he may still lin although there is still danger o
blank refusal to obey the Instructions vice as lay In his power and to give
vlg.orous en0ugh to control the re- - lutlon are Dr. W. Godfrey Hunter, ex- Candidate are expected to exhibit a ger for days. They repeat that all of outbreak.
Information.
is
It
desired
all
them
of his superiors.
'
publican organization without .ques-al- minister of Guatamala, and Charles E. thorough knowledge of pharmacy in the ordinary calculations) are quite
o
that ha complied ..with .instruc-- - tum.mlmf-.XTll
:,M-njIn addition, a likely tn fail In the present extraor-- l
So far as can be learned a state of
branches and.
Jta
JjiUirnatianaLjill
deto a certain point, but
""
New York Stock LeUr.
tions
The span of Senator Piatt's life can- - revenue here, both of whom hold Pres general knowieflgw- "' ""i
um'iiiimrjrrfmnafy
in n . mie,!
great activity exists In the north wing cllned up
to divulge the names of certain ot b0 mea8ured by years. He has ident Roosevelt responsible for their There is little likelihood of the list of tilt Ions, the doctors say that tney tnins
of the custom house where the office
and irregularity characterised tne
or to go furtber unless the known intimately, socially and polltl- - removals from office.
candidates crowded. Men who nave pneumonia has practically
of the special agnts is locatd. Two witnesses
Evidences of supporting with1
to
opening.
him
appointed
govAbraham
department
the
Lincoln,
the qualifications required by
caJlyi presents
agents, Col. E. Polk Johnson, of New treasury
together with bear
liquidation
urgent
he
that
a commission
mightshare prize Andrew Johnson, Ulysses S. Grant,
The regatherlng of liquid In the
ernment for places of this character
RatiTy Pere Marquette Deal.
Orleans, and Col. J. F. Evans of this
In the general list were apal- and
pressure
ultimate
the
glory,
and
the
double
Harrlcause
money
more
the
to
a
paas
than
Is
15.
a,
so
command
can
At
Chegter
Arthur, Benjamin
slight
pleura
DETROIT, Mich.. July
city have been in consultation there
Union Pacific waa weaker
tient no trouble. The chief remaining parent.
rigon wniiam McKinley and Theo- - special meeting here today the stock- salary fixed by congress.
for week3 over the great alleged ore so be protected later.
seemed
than the other issues, showing market
The agents, it is claimed,
o
dore Doogveit. He has bad a stren- - holders of the Pere Marquette Raildanger lies in the almost complete
swindling case, but after Fulkerson
Commission
Fulkerson
advance
weakness In London.
to
stawilling
B. Y. P. U. Convention.
uoug Bnare ,n Bhaping the political road ratified the action of the directprostration succeeding the acute
brought matters to a sudden climax prefectly
due
sold
undoubtedly
with
matter
freely
houses
up
and agreed to take the
LA PORTE, Texas, July 15. At Syl- ges of the disease.
carceT8 ot BOme or them. All the orsln authorizing the purchase of $3,'
by resigning, Special Agent Hudnall
Business
accounts.
of
exhaustion
to
that
the
the
appointment
annual
state
of
department
thirteenth
of
the
repul;jican governors
000,000 of 5 per cent, first mortgage van Grove today the
of San Antonio was hastily sent here
The
was largely In volume.
of the store keeper might be brought New York from Edwln D Mrgan ,n
Enjoyed 8leep.
gold bonds In the Lake Erie and De- convention of the Baptist Young
by the department to reinforce those
tho
'
continued
throughout
about.
some
was
been
m.
his
friends
and
of
have
Lake
Texas
auspiciously
The
Union
of
Control
the
railroad.
ROME, July 15, 8:10 p.
pie's
already in the city. He arrived last
on
a
rallied
obtained
Stocks
had
auportlng
Fulkerson
Meantime
morning.
nolitlcallv created by him.
Erie road passed to the Pere Mar- opened with stirring addresses by Rev. pope has been enjoying a calm sleep
night and the investigation work was leave of absence from Collector Gar- orders In the leading stocks together
United States Sen- - queue In January last.
E. A. Stone of Chicago, and Rev. Inlow moRl of the time Blnce noon.
resumed this morning with Increased
with fresh outbursts of liquidation
rett for thirty days and with full t
to
are
.
sessions
o
'of Nevada, Mo. The
lieutenant governors, congressenergy.
of all concern- - men gUte iegslators,collectors of the
were the features. The course of prl
Is
Calm
"Soul
'continue
ten
Winning"
Reigns,
8ulllvan.
vs.
days.
As a matter of fact the Investiga- knowledge and consent
Judge
to
to
cea waa marked by the usual rumors
to
Mexico
went
attend
ed
this
m.
4:15
federal
private
Perfect
Fulthe
and
of
York
other
15,
ROME,
New
p.
gathering
July
port of
BOSTON, July 14. Jim Judge, the the key thought
tion in which Storekeeper John
nffleera of the state, iudees of the Scranton welterweight, and Jack Sul- - year, and all the papers, addresses calm reigns at the Vatican; no change of financial trouble among large op
kerson was directly Interested and business.
f aDDeals
During his absence an article was
sheriffs, county IWan of Boston, are to flnUh tho wlm, and discussions will have this central reported in the condition of the pope. erators. FrofessolnalB were strongly
which wa3 instituted by him is considan outline of the in- - Lerks and county jUdge8 and all sorts
bearish. Around midday supporting
o
ered the most important case that published giving
up of tonights show of the Tammany Idea in view. Prominent among tho
a and condltlona of
tnat
and
the
orders appeared In the leading stocks,
on
names
insinuating
LAID
a
whose
vestlgations
BEFORE
for
customs
PRESIDENT.
appear
call
in
articles
The
the
club.
Athletic
come
republican
to light
speakers
has ever
had skipped to avoid giv-- hol(l6r. have owed thei- - elevation to
said to originate from Standard oil
contest at 154 pounds. Both program are Dr. W. B. Wiley of Mln'
house service along the southern bordetrimental to the smel Mr. Piatt. For thirty years Thurlow lave been
secre- - The Russian Government to Be Aektd sources. Amalgamated
ing
testimony
the
Walter
for
copper was
Calley,
general
neapolls,
faithfully
der.
training
trust.
If
Will
ter
Receive
It
Jewish
un
the
s
for
brokers
eonby
course
of
of
the
an
bought
leading
Weed
the
the
People
a
Whig last ten days and
Baptist Young
shaped
tary
interesting
It has been charged that for perPetition Without Getting Mad.
Inside Interests. London was
Fulkerson Acta,
Ion of America. Dr. E. A Stone, Sm
and republican parties in the state of test Is expected to be the outcome.
iod of at least five years the smelting
large buyer taking something like
day school missionary of the Ameri
trust has been engaged in practicing . Storekeeper Fulkerson returnea to- jjew y0rk. He was succeeded in a
before the expira- drect une by William H. Seward,
Extreme decline
can Baptist Publication society; Dr. WHERE THE MOBS RULE. 150,000 "shares.
Mehedist Host at Detroit.
irregularities in the handling of im the city two days
were recorded In the high priced
leave and reported to the Reuben E. Fenton and Roscoe Conkhis
of
15. The sixth R. A. Wllllngham, Richmond, Va., Rev.
tlon
United
Julv
cost
Mich..
the
nRTimiT
has
that
ore
ported
stocks. A general rally occurred af
States government, perhaps, hundreds collector. The collector handed blmlng
jir pjatt was the direct pollt- - international convention of the Ep- - W. S. Walker, Lampassas, Texas? Dr.
a
heir of Mr. Conkling.
worth League opens auspiciously here B. H. Carroll of Baylor University, and KENTUCKY LAW BREAKERS, EN ter dinner hour and the closing was
of thousands of dollars In unpaid do-- a letter stating that the treasury
firm with a better feeling.
RAGED AT 8LOWNE88
OF
Total
partment had cancelled his thirty day
Senator Piatt has sold but four pub-- tomorrow.
What the Christian En- - Rev. George McCall of Beaumont.
ties.
sales $1,212,000.
COURTS TO LYNCH WM.
.
t'
These irregularities, it" (s claimed, leave of absence granted some weeks nc 0fnces. In 1858 he was elected deavor is to the other evangelical de15. The
THACKER.
o
July
t
WASHINGTON,
were discovered by John Fulkerson, before and Instructed that he assist cierk of Tioga county and filled the nominations, such Is the Epworth
tor three years. In 1872 he was League to the great world of the di- Jewish petition laid before the pres
8ANTA FE CUT-OFwho for ten years past has been store- Agents Johnson and Evans in the
and flo whatever elected to the Forty-thirA. C. Bradley, Instrument man for
congress. rect followers of John Wesley and his ident yesterday by the B'Nal B'brlth Brutal Murder of a Brutal Murderer
keeper at the bonJed warehouse at smelter investigation
Wh Shot a Citizen and Sitting
to the Forty- - teachings.
efforts have been committee has been received here Ind
D. J. McCoy, chief engineer of divisin jg74 b.e was
the smelter and in charge of a force of they might require.
Strong
d
Mr.
Riddle,
On His Body Defied Arrest.
Futkorson had prior to that contln- - tourb COngre3S, and in 1876 he
asavers and ore
ion six, Santa Fe cut-ofv povernment
made at different times to Induce the Secretary Hay cabled
reported
on cnned the third nomination.
1880
In
be
he
that
d'affaires
of
at St. Pe
appointed
to
fold
American
within
urge
the
come
to
there..
Methodists
charge
that division six of the Santa Fe cutsamplers employed
comand
be
commission
to
means
MAYVTLLE, Ky.. July
he was appointed a quarantine
off Is adjacent to where the cut off
the Christian Endeavor, but the gov- tersburg, respecting ths
Fulkerson, so he claims, has known the Investigating
and mlssloner for New York harbor, and erning spirits of the denomination, employed in bringing It to the atten at the courts, the mob broke Into crosses the Santa Fe Central. .
Irregularities for several years and guaranteed subsequent protection
It Is believed Rid Flemlncburg Jail early today and
In a large measure by the tion of the czar.
once or twice in the past endeavored a division of the reward for unearth in 1897 he was elected United States
That part of the grade is almost
senator to succeed Mr. Hill, who has rank and file, have preferred to main- die's Instructions are to testlySto the hanged William Thacker Whltcman, comploted. The steam ahovel cut at
to brine about an investigation when Ing the tosses.
The Climax.
been his political rival for many tain and develop their own organiza- Russian government of the existence who had been given a fife sentence the summit has not been touched, In
the former collector was in office. The
so
10 tion for young people.
To this end of tie petition and ascertain whether for the murder of John Gordon two fact the steam shovel, which will be
Fulkerson reported to the agents years. This year ne was
power of the smelter trust was
In
the
was
seal It to willing to receive it. The Jewish years ago. Thacker, In a quarrel brought In from the east over the San-lthe
with
unabated
labored
influence
senate
without
Its
have
felt
the
opposition
and
for
but
aggrieved
by
they
duty,
great, however,
and energy, with the result that, In committee, It Is stated, is entirely sat with Gordon, shot and killed him
so dreaded that Fulkerson found that newspaper report Insinuating that he ranks of his own pary,
Fe Central tracks, has not made Ita
numerical strength and in spiritual isfied with the plans framed by the then sat on the body, rltlo in hand, appearance yet The rock work on the
little or no attention was paid to his or some other storekeeper had fled to
s
Great Camp Meeting,
Mexico. He did not know the origin
lnfluence,lhe Epworth League of
president and Secretary Hay for the whllo be smoked his. pipe and dared conyon is going on with stubborn tenallegations.
Is now second only to the presentation of the matter to Russian any one to attempt to arrest him. At acity.
About six weeks ago the crisis was and source of tbe article, but felt that j DES PLAINES, 111., July 15. For
Sme of the cuts have been
No further announce that time Thacker escaped but was blasted Into submission and show that
eovernment.
reached when he told his suspicions an injustice had been done him since the forty- - fourtn successive year the cburch proper Itself.
Thanks In a measure to the central ment will be made here until Mr. later arrested. After two trials he considerable work has been done.
to Collector Pat Garrett and offered to the beginning of the Investigations. DPg pialnes camp meeting, one of the
held
waa sentenced to life Imprisonment
one
and
had
some
summer
amemblles
location
of Detroit and Its superb Riddle has been beard from.
also
by
that
of
He
committee
investigation
head a
greatest
suspected
Tracks have been laid
o
After being sentenced, Thacker ap- Belen eighteen miles and trains are
Methodists of America, was for- - transportation facilities, the arrivals
furnish substantial evidence of Irreg been talking.
jthe
Mrs. Blaine Dsad.
pealed to the court of appeals and was now running within a mile of the
Last Friday evening, July 10, Colo- mally opened today under the auspl-ne- l to date and the advice concerning
ularltles or fraud practiced upon the
e
The program
"
AUGUSTA, Me., July 15. Mrs. Jas. waiting for another trial.
organized delegations and individual
Garrett received a telegram from clous conditions.
government.
The mob collected at Mount Carmol,
Fulkerson asked that he be placed
treasury department which said: tends over two weeks, daring which visitors who are en route, Indicate O. Blaine died at the Blaine home
where Gordon once lived and came
Juan Jose Heritor y Jlmlnes, of
on the commission so that he might
'Peremptorily require Storekeeper time there will be revtval services that the convention will be the larg- stead here today.
Into Flemlngsburg by twos and threes this county has entered suit against
o
be entitled under the law governing John Fulkerson to furnish to the spec- - conducted by many eminent leaders est ever held under the auspices of the
I. N. Tooke, representing the Denver In order not to arouse suspicion, they Romulo Ulibarrt et al., to recover the
body. Canada undoubtedly will be
seizures to a percentage on the duties lal agents all facts In his possession 0f the denomination,
with
p
better represented than at any con- hardware Arm of John J. Harley A advanced upon the Jail Bhortly after sum of $108.64 loaned on a promlsorr?
special
recovered and as he explained In his and have him to act
The power of the city real ttaf9 vention held since that la Toronto six Co., was calling on the merchants of midnight. The Jailor refused to sur note and to foreclose a mortgage,
letter that he might be enabled after agents Evans and Johnson In tt9 in- render the keys. He was overpowered which was given to secure payment
feet.
years ago, The present fatbrJng will the city today.
pwncr lie In bis
the completion of the Investigation to vestlgatloii,"

The collector notified Fulkerson
that he would have to carry out instructions, but Fulkerson promptly de-
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formation swears where a deep
gorg ha beam eroded across the deposit by the river. This formation,
which corresponds very closely In It
characteristics to that at Aspen, Colo.,
has been traced, and mining claims located along its out crops, as far south
as the north fork of tbe Gallinas, a
distance between one and two miles.
Within the past two years, the Beu
N.
lab Development company has com
-menced the development
of
two
CROCKETT BUILDING. SIXTH STREET- claims, the Blake and the Wild Cat, at
points in this formation, on tbe south
.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
side of tbe Sapello canyon, where
A.
nt
SMITH,
veins bave been dis
large
covered. Tbe development consists of
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
50 feet of tunnel In tbe first case and
HALIJETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
60 feet in tbe second.
In line with these claims, and un
doubtedly a continuation of the same A GMERAL
BUS1XESS TRANSACTED;
formation, work has also been com
menced on a remarkably
promising
IATEREST PAID 0 TIME DEPOSITS
prospect, tbe Apex, discovered on the
north side of the north Oallinas fork.
The cropping of this vein has been exISSUE DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN' EXCHANGE
posed by an open cut at right an
gles to its course, which Is nearly
north and south. This cut has exposed a body of gold and silver bear
ing Iron and quartz ore, at a depth
of 16 to 18 feet from this surface,
showing the ore body at that point to
be from nine to ten feet In thickness.
This surface showing is a most remarkable one, and there is little doubt
that If proper development work is
at a reasonable
pushed,
depth
lengthwise of the vein, a valuable
mining property will be opened up,
the equal of any ever found in Colo
New Mexico.
Vegas
rado or Arizona, where such ore crop- bave
been
a
to
pings
depth
penetrated
sufficient to reach the concentrated
ore deposits.
In addition, the location
of the
Apex, is in all respects an ideal one
for mining and ore reduction
purposes. Timber is abundant and con-
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WATERMELONS
2Jc

J 1ST IN
per Pound.

GRAAF & HAYWARD,
GROCERS,
BUTCHERS ind BAKERS.

THE BLAKE RANCH.
MAN
NEWSPAPER
DELIGHTED
WITH THE COUNTRY OF THE
UPPER 8APELLO.

Great Undeveloped Mfneral Wealth In
The Mighty Green Hill.

.

Mr. Editor: Have you ever vUlted
Fern Leaf ranch, more generally
known as Blake's Resort?
If not,
then nave you missed one of the
pleasures of a life time. It Is situated in the upper Sapello valley, just
below the junction of John's
Fork
nd the main fork of the Sapello, and
ft few miles distant from the east side
01 the Las Vegas
range, whence
these streams have their origin. It is
also about two miles above Deulah
postofflce and about 30 miles northwest from Las Vegas. It is reached
from this city by an excellent road
rich with
Winding through valleys
cattle and with the present prospect
of an abundant harvest.
After passing such well known places as J. Y.
Lnjan's, Theo. Halnlon's and S. L,
Barker's, one finds himself at Dlake's
In a narrow but verdant valley, at
height of some 8,000 feet above sea
level, with mountains towering fully
1.500 feet higher
on either hand,
while within SO feet of the front door
dashes by the Sapello, a bold mountain stream
which
never runs
dry, because fed by Innumerable and
never varying mountain springs.
Col. F. A. Blake is a model host
If you want to talk, he will discuss
with you politics, history or religion,
If you want to listen, he will regale
log reminiscences from his personal
etperlcnce In the civil war, or in Indian fighting upon the border of Iowa
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District"
But this same section bids fair to
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warm weather when yon can ret perfect bread, toothaone
and pastry delivered fresh every day from
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E. G. MURPHEY,

Druggist
and
Bookseller.
Crockett Block

Sash, Doors. Builders Hardware
Wall Paper,

and Albuquerque,

A SPECIALTY

Chaffin & Duncan,

s'

o,
Pabit, Varnishes, Enamels,
ElaterUe Roofing, Tar, Fell,
Jap-a-La-
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Cold Bottles Pomery See.
Mumm's Extra Dry.
Cor. Railroad Avemn and Center Street
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PORTLAND,
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1848.)

Theonly Insurance company operating under a state law ol
are, providing for extended insurance in case of lapse after three years. Has
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death cJaim paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the mos
liberal terms and best advantages.
non-forfe-

The Las Vegas TelepHone Co.
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LINCOLN

phones at Reasonable Kates.
EXCHANGE HATES V.
Orrics: fas per Annum
Besmkncs: ttt net Annum
tA
EQS. N. M

& BRO,

THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.
And tho Only Exclusive Dry Goods

Stor.

Rid4ufflmer

LAND SCRIP.

I

k

investments.
HUGO SEABURO,
Springer, N. M.

offer our $1.25 LADIES'
SHIRT WAISTS, - Special

ADIES' LAWN KIMONOS, valued

at 60c and 75c,

ALL our

"In the South all men gentlemen,"
says Judge Alton B. Parker, who Is
now practically certain of tbe Solid
south for President.

at

15c

quality

-

Special at

32-i- n

PLAZA.'

7Cn

Our

CAp

vt

LAS VEGAS

Clearing Sale

Semi-Annu- al

We gave the public
was a big success.
exactly what we promised, did what we
said we would, and thank you for the
very liberal patronage given us.

wide MADRAS

SIXTH STREET

G. H. ADAMS, Manager,
New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

E . oscnwald & Son,

Clearing Sale
WE

AVENUE.

Electric Voor Bells, Annunciators,
Burglar Alarms, and Private Tele-

LEV Y

,,,HENRY

use of
land scrip
title can be obtained to government
land without cultivation or residence
thereon. All you need to do Is to give
description and show the land to be
of tbe proper kind; we do the test Dy
reason of the exhaustion of the supply
which has been qulto limited the price
Is advancing. We have a small amount
yet on hand to sell, that is fully guaranteed. We also deal In real estate,

A man named Barrington has been
arestod In Armourdale,
accused of
Tbe very
looting during the flood.
name seems hoodooed.

P. FORSVTHE

CO., Prop.,
-- Cuisine and Service
best to be bad
Sole Agents for Green Rlver.Old Crow,
E1 (re wood and Sherwood Kye
Whiskies.
Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oysters in Season

ESTIMATES FURNISHED.
66.

..

. .
B.

PHONE

ami mimht.

Gross & Richards Co., Tucumcarl, N. M.

By the

loans and

MD PELTS

Sherwin-William-

Las Vegas

Sixih Street, Between Grand sad R, R. Avenues

across the

southern part of the claim, for the distance of its entire width, which Is 600
feet, This river never tails in an
abundant water flow. Then, too, on
tbe side of the river next the deposit,
tbe .claim Includes two or three
acres of practically level ground, admirably adapted for a mill site or
other necessary purposes. The out
crop of , tbe vein on the mountain
side Is not less than 800 feet above
the bed of tbe river. Thus the slope
of the mountain, which lacks but little
of bolng perpendicular, will, as development shall call for it, afford a natural drainage for tho property to at
least that depth. Engineer R. B. Rice,
In making a preliminary survey for
the scenic route to be constructed by
the territory from Las Vegas to Santa Fe, selected for the crossing of the
Gallinas a point just below and almost
touching this property, and by which
road the property will be but thirty
mlltta rilfltnnt fmm t am Vncia

mmt-

M

WHOLESALE TIERCHANTS

WOOL, HIDES

a'loeka.i

Vice-Preside-

Gross, Kelly & Company

Las

ftratDoUvory

Gnd Invcztnzczi Go
RedJ Ecfcio mttar
amf
Oftala)
and
(

M.

.
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10
10
10
10
10

yds
yds
yds
yds
yds
10 yds
12 yds
12 yds

Notiingham Lace, 15 inches,. . .39c
best calicos for
.4
. . CX .49c
best cheese cloth
49c
crash
09c
dimity
69c
unbleached muslin
best lawns and fancy diuiities.Sl.OO
best jtercales and colored
organdies. .. .$1.00
14-in- ch

29-in- ch

For July. 1903,
Just received a new line of
Chefs' and Barkeepers' Jackets, Vests and Aprons.

S2.98
for

,

become more famous from a practical
standpoint .Two miles west from
Blake's near the fountain springs of
the Sapello, a remarkable mineral

?-

UKQQ

nJln

But uould-yo- u
desire to read, the colonel betakes himself to his own at
fairs, and gives you the benefit of
your own company so long as you
may desire It. Within three steps
Of the aide entrance to the house,
there bursts from the mountain aide
spring of medicinal water, cold as
ice and unvarying In flow, plcaiiant
to the taste but most effective in
liver and kidney troubles. The air
In magnificent, the scenery unsurpass
ed; the whispering of the winds in
the pines is delicious, and tbe singing
of tbe Sapello as It dashes over falls
and down cascades in its rush for
lower levels of the v alloy, is a song
of which the ear never grows weary,
For the
in body or mind
this writer knows of no place giving
more restful days and sleepful nights
than this same Fern Leaf ranch.
Here, vegetable life la most lux
urlou. The mountain sides and the
Intervening valley are so thick set
.with pine,spruce and aRpenthat one
Bnda
to
make
it dlfflcule
on
even
Xnj through them
foot; while the llttlo river la
bordered, and often beyond the wa
ter's edge, by the Russian black wit
low, the abundant foliage of which
frequently hld(s from view the tumbling but placid stream. Flowera are
Innumerable in number and asloultih
ingly varied in varMy of speclcfe
and In multiplicity of shades of color. One is surprised to find many a
floral favorite, never before seen ex-- '
ccpt In costly groen house or carefully cared for garden. Animal life
Is not so riotous, except in the insect
'department. It Is, however, through
the latter that this section has be- come world famous, by reason of the
Investigations of Professor and Mrs.
T. D. A. Cockerell, recently of the
New Mexico Normal University, and
of Dr. Henry Skinner, of Philadelphia, secretary of tbe American Biological Society, all of whom found In
tbe upper Sapello valley a number
of new species in this Interesting
department of animal life. In fact.
Dr. Skinner, after spending several
weeks at the Fern Leaf Ranch, return-teast and published a small work
on "Insect Life In the Bculah, N. M.,

li
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TENTS.
Older

Siiu

In Proportion.

lc

Ladies' black and fancy belt pins.
10c. Ladies' and Misses' silk mitts.
10c. each for Ladies' Empire Pans
25c. each for 59c grade Misses' Linen Skirts
25c. each lor 75c grade White Pique Skirts
49c each for 75c grade Blue Duck Skirts.
69c. each for $1 grade Pure Linen Skirts.
19c. for Ladies' Black Lawn Waists, sizes
32 and 34
$1.43 for Ladies' Melton Walking Skirts.

Small Wear
Boy'sFOR.
SCHOOL.
4c. each for Cambric Handkerchiefs.
18c. each for Boys' Linen Shirtwaists.
19c. for Boys' Knee Pants.
49c. for Boys' Knee Pants.
49c. for Mother's Friend Shirtwaists, 85c

and $1.00 values.
19c. for Men's Overalls.
49c. for Boys' Night Shirts.
.
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Now Linelof Kid Gloves
FOR EARLY FALL TRADE.

Just Received
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TRACK AND TRAIN
Fireman I. Park has ben marked up
among the doctor's .patients. Wonder
why?

I

3

OPTIC JULY 15, 1003
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Fireman Klecan who never does get
tussy, has ben marked P as resting
easily for a few days.

1

Fireman Garahy, the unknown, has
marked himself up for a shrort period
of rest and recreation.
Engineer Sells has reported himself for duty after enjoying several
days off on the lay off list.
A

1

THE EVENT OF THE SEASON

33

33
3
3

large gang of men were busily

new
engaged this morning in laying
tracks In the round house.

Firemen Kelly and King have been
marked up as laying off for a short
Jeriod of rest and peacefuliiess.
Engineer Purcell has tired of working eo hard, so has. been marked up
for one trip off on the easy board.
Fireman J. Nelson has tired of
handling the scoop so is marked up
on the lay off board for a few days.
Machinist Mathis who has been

op-

erating during the day has been
do
transferred and will henceforth
duty

at

I
I

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Our Great

Fireman Banning who has been
laboring very steadily for some time
past has ben granted a short lay off
just to rest up.
Engineer Bowman who is somewhat

in these parts, has
been marked up for duty after several days on the easy board.
old-tim-

Engineer J. Switzer, who has been
gracing the easy board for some time,
past, has again been marked up for
duty and is consequently happy.
Engineer Lynch after indulging In
good quantity of cherries is now
suffering consequences, as he has a
pain and is laying off to recover.

a

Mid-summ-

Clearing Event.

er

The Mark Down Prices!

night.

Boilermakers R. M. Harrison and
J. M. Evansh.ave departed for Kansas
City to spend a vacation of fifteen
days duration.

of an

S

Begins Wednesday morning at io o'clock, and continues four days

JULY 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th

1
5

,E
SEE

3

wn
out for a summer clearance
fabulous amount of High Class desirable Garments almost double that of any previous
to be sacrificed at a mere fraction of their cost, or value. Our Stock of garments that FIT AND WEAR, including fine furnishings for
purchase of ALFRED
Men and Boys will be closed out regardless of value to make room for soon to arrive fall and winter 1903-19sale-thro-

A

04

EE BENJAMIN SMART CLOTHING.

You Can't Ignore this Mark Down Sale

3
3
3

33
3

It Means Values that Can't be Hatched and also Tleans Money in Your Pocket.

s

3

Engineers Kammer, Art Ixwe, Wolf,
have departed for the region of
Kroenig's lakes In search of the unsuspecting members of the finny tribe.

MAN'S SUIT IN THE HOUSE
DURING THIS SALE.

Engineer McQuiddy the singing
evangelist, after several days on the
lay off list enjoying himself at
events, has announced himself as ready for duty once more.

n

The Decapods will endeavor to
take the measure of the ball team organized by the boys of the city next
Captain Graham has made
Sunday.
several changes In the line-uof the
team and when it walks on to the field
s
condiSunday it will be in
tion to put up an article of hall that
will make the fans open their eyes.

B WE ARE IN THE FRONT RANK ON HEN'S

p

first-clas-

The fight over control of the Colorado Fuel and Iron company is said to
be behind the refusal of the Union Pacific to grant the Colorado & Southern
the right over its tracks between Denver and Cheyenne. This action Is Bald
lo be baaed on a technicality and the
Burlington is backing the Union Pacific. This dispute baa been referred
to President But for settlement.
Attempts to get up a speed of 100
miles an hour with a train of eight
coaches by one of the Pennsylvania
fast eneinea of the E2 trne and fitted
with high speed brake apparatus, on
the New Jersey and Seashore division,
were not successful. Official reports
show that the testa were conducted on
with a grade of very light descent
O. N. Denniston has returned to Albuquerque from an extended stay at
James Hot Springs much improved In
health. He has resumed his duties as
day clerk at the round house. John
Cannon, who has been temporarily
occupying the position. Is now at work
In the machine shop. Mr. Denniston
says that Jemez la a popular resort
this season. A good sized party of
people from this city are expecting to
go up in the near future.
i
The work of equipping the new
Santa Fe shops at Topeka has not yet
been completed. Men are now at work
laying the foundations for two new
spring fires In the south end of the
new blacksmith shop. This Is only a
nart of the work that Is being done.
Several new pieces of machinery have
arrived all of which will have to be
et up ready tor use before the equip
ment of the new shops can be refer
red to as complete.

In proportion to Its size a mosquito
hotter than the average cigar,

iran

5
5

A $5.00 shoe for.
A $4.00 shoe for.

$3-5-

0

SHOES.

A $4.00 shoe for

$3oo

$3.00 shoe for........
. .
A $a.oo shoe for

$2.7$

A

$3oo
$1.95

A $2.50 shoe for.

UP-TO-DA- TE

3

$M5

33
3

We are agents for the celebrated A. E. NETTLETON SHOES.

33
3
33
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Low Figure on Summer Underwear.
Here is a
Un,
33
Jitest designs in Neckwear, to close, formerly 7SC and $1.00. now 35c and 50c.
p
g
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A BIG CUT ON STANDARD GOODS.
Sweet Orr Overalls
collars
Odd sizes Monarch Shirts

$375

Stetson $5.00 hats.
Gimble's $5.00 Panama Straw
Other straw Hat must be moved

John

B.

$3-o-

o

cost.

75c
for 35c

a popular reduction.

Non-Competit- ive

.

French Balbrlgean colors

white

blue, brown, flesh, black and

COC

I

flen's cotton 75c undergarments, all shades....
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STABLISHEO 1879- JAMES GRAHAM
L. R,
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can be made
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ueraon.
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te
tannw, be nwpontfljle for the roturn or t .No
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tlile rule, with re--ni
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usual without being aware of It. The
AN AMERICAN POPE.
It Is somewhat startling to have a umlnrtalier was a rather nervous man
prominent Italian Journal seriously ami became fearful that Dr. Uoardman
dlscussInK the possibility of Cardinal would make It a very late funeral.
Gibbons' election In the event of the Finally he whispered to a member of
"Does
death of Leo XII I. The Denver Times the preacher's congregation:
book.
thinks Ibat, while there Is little ma he always preach a lung as UiIb?"
son to take this suggestion seriously. "Longer, sometimes," was the reply.
King Peter is credited wllh being It Is a matter of
great Interest that "That. Is a fine sermon on the resurthe most Intellectual monarch Servla In
the Italian nation, the traditional rection.,. "Oh, yes, It's ,a good serever had. His picture tells the story
home of the pope, they would regard mon, I suppose," said the funeral db
A Chlcaao Judge has' ruled that a It as even remotely possible that the rector, "but if be preaches much long
woman over 30 can bring an action of pontiff could be chosen from across er I won't be able to get the body
burled In time for the resurrection."
slander If she Is called an "old maid." seas and from a new nation.
referred
to,
the
Journal
L'ltalle,
Rev. M. P. Hunt of St. Joseph, Mo.,
It is now said that the people who
makes a plausible argument for the has boen elected
president of Gallatin
live to be the oldest are those who
atof this choice. It calls
college and the trustees feel wire that
make breakfast their chief moal. This possibility
tention to the millions of members of
they have chosen a man of strong conwill not bold true after the near saw
the Catholic church, both In the victions and
courage. Unless there Is
dust breakfast food craze has been in
United States and In Its dependencies, some
mint nice Mr. Hunt once ran for
vogue a year or so longer,
and shows that no cardinal will repre governor of
Kentucky on tho republi
A subscriber wrote to the editor of sent In virtue of this will be of great can ticket.
the Haddam fKan.) Clipper: "What power. As a representative also of
find the American type of civilization,
alls my bens? Every morning-COMMENTS.
two or three laving on their backs, recognised as that of the future, this
their toes Wled up, never to rise cardinal will. In many respects, be
The express company that shows it
juraln." The editor replied as fol more desirable than any other.
Is a loser ou business originating or
we
also
is
this,
outand
It
pointed
lows: "Your hens are dead."
-,
nnS ft gO0d
p.iMl. ill xnn
"
count
The
does not in
bookkeeper.
is
Gibbons
Cardinal
that
argument
one should In this sort of weather, the
one of the college of cardin clude money order business nor a haul
only
revolve to avoid In speech and writ- als not Identified with
any faction. through the territory. The company
"glowlug These factions are so
ing any references to
nearly equal In fixed Its rales regardless of any
terms," "ardent affection," "fiery strength that It may be difficult for
and has certainly
fixed
love," "burning shame" and other choice (o be made along partisan them right. El Paso News.
calefaclent expressions which mean linos. Quite
possibly the American
In Old Missouri.
nothing at Any time and are especial- might be the only one upon whom the
ly eiasperatlng in those times which factions could unite. As this Journal
The lie was passed between two
try men's) souls and women's shirt states, "he represents only the reae attorneys In ono case yesterday, and
collars.
tlon against the dead weight which In anothor trial a lawyer gave it as
church his opinion that all the law hooka of
An editor near Custer, I. T., got a the hebetudlnous. benighted
cattle show and concert mixed In male men sometimes endeavor to heap Missouri should be burned and all
the judges hanged. Hut It should be
ing up, and naw he has to keep dark. upon the church."
America Is more responsible than Is 'remembered that it was ninety-seveThis Is the way lie did it: "The concert given by Robinson' most beaut! generally understood for some of the flu the shade yesterday. Kansas City
ful young ladies was highly appreclat most distinctively modern features In Star.
ed. They sang In their charming the policy of Loo XIII. The first of
Tho Catholic Herald of London Is
manner, winning the plaudits of the the pope's encyclicals dealing with
tevill,ntlv lullilKf In hfW.fttii,. funiinn If
entire audience, who pronouceJ them the labor problem was Inspired, It Is It
persists In Asking the czar to for
the flnest herd of Shorthorns In the understood, by tho two leaders of the
'
ward to President Rosovclt an Eng
American
church.
Ireland
A
Archbishop
few
rich
are
brown
of
country.
lish petition relative to the brutal
color, but the majority are spotted and Cardinal Gibbons, during a visit treatment
of negroes In the United
made to him In Rome just preceding
brown and white."
States.
The Russian embassador at
Us Issuance.
London refuses to have onythtng to
According to a French paper there
A MYSTERY.
do with the petition, and, ol course,
Is a man in London who possesses
The mysteries and wondnm tt ra. the czar will refuse. That such a
remarkable straw hat. For yean past
pe
he baa followed King Edward about dlum are now puzzling the Jtleatlflc tit Ion should show up In some quarter
at foreign watering places, and when world. Many wonder work In en am !.. Is not, however, the most surprising
ever be saw the Prince of Wales, at Ing recorded of this new discovery. thing in the world. Springfield Re
latest is that It has restored' sight
the king then was, drinking Anything The
to the absolutely blind," and several publican.
straw
down
he pounced
through a
up oner
wonderful results are claimed.
Need an Air of Our Own.
on the straw and added It to his colThe trouble about these new discovFrom the Louisville Courier-Journalection. Last year this strange collec
Is
eries
that too much exaggeration
The Courier-Journa- l
commented the
tor had gathered such a bundle of follows the
experiments and results. other
on the fact that while tho
straws that he had a hat made of
day
hard
to stick to the cold and na'Tis
them. Tbe hat should be thoroughly ked
German bands at Kiel were supposed
truth. There no doubt, however,
to be playing "America" In honor of
waterproof.
that there Is a large field, an unexplorthey might equally
v The test amusement In Kansas Is ed field, for the utilization of radium. our squadron,
have been playing "God 8ave the
which
is
It
a
It
yet
cannot be anmystery.
progressive peanut party,
King," In honor of the kaiser's uncle,
c9iw4s sarmWas
Only women play alyzed, It cannot be dissipated.
It
set to tho same air. It turns out that
,ulH garnet for It Is to great ft nervous seems indestructible.
It has set the
' Hin fort man. A dish full of pea scientific wrld agog and is upsetting they were playing neither the ono nor
JIYs Is placed on a table And four wo- - many theories accepted as settled. the other, but, In fact were playing
"Hell Dlr In Slegeskranz," which Is
, armed with hatpins, are glvon Radium may yet prove a fearful descome, around It, and at a signal begin troyer of more than one school of a German national air Identical with
the others. Germany and America
Into the. peanut, with, JheJat science, as well ai proving to be the
borrowed It from England;
where
T. D.
Is a foul "to touch ft peanut mystery of the age Arizona Star.
England got It Is another story.
New tna hamU, and the two sticking
The hue Dr. Uoardman, a famous
It seems like a sinister comment
or IT'.ost peanuts on the hatnln win
Philadelphia clergyman, used to tell on the musical genius of the world
phla,
to the next table. Social of
preaching a funeral sermon at ono that the three greatest nations are
logical Kansas must be very pleasant.
time when he took more time than obtlgeJ to use the same notes as a
.1- Chicago
federation
n national
,tsc,r f,!,t
,tt Bobm by securing the
Dr. Bkla
committee or seven
weeks at i
the ecnomlc
a
r,d tearhera in American
Perh,I ","'n n ,n1"'
District"
But this'0"1' T,le ,ower r,,e ,,srl
bulk oftb.
become moi',Uo
Instruction, and
,Pa
the
,h!
Blake s near!
irely after passing from
Vft OaitWsltA
' Yet these teachers, who
omen, retWe the smail- In Chicago they had to
Oor. national $t.
urts In ordor to get their
mm CpjWNf Avm
; ago, the result being an
of teachers on the pro- '
I'lc. .
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A. T. & S. F. Watch Inspector

TTAUIPEIKir,.

-

Jeweler and Optician.

-

-

COG

Douglas Avenue.

I I

or an
thems. It is true that "America" Is
not exactly our national hymn par excellence, that, honor due to the "Star
Spangled Banner," but it remains
true that "America" is one of our beat
known patriotic songs, and it looks
hard that we have had to borrow the
air from the British and to share It
so with the Germans. The offering
of a prize for a better air for the
will
words of "America"
probably
bring out a good many amateur mus
leal essays, but whether It will now
be possible to displace the old air of
'God Save the King" Is quite another
... ;
question.
selling for national hymns

OUUriMOYOtiiS
and CUJLOSnO

pBoBdEod email
Vcsa FZsttO, WO,

Men's and Ladies' Shoes.

Mens' Straw Hats.

Men's $3.50 Box Calf and Vici Kid

Men's 75c and $1.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price
50c
Men's SI. 50 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price
$1.00
Men's $2.00 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price
$1.50
Men's $2.50 and S3. 00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price
S2.00
One lot of Men's 50c Caps clean-u- p
15c
sale price

Shoes and Oxfords, the very latest, all sizes and widths clean$2.75
up sale price
Ladies' $2 Vici Kid Oxfords, all s.zes
and widths clean-u- o sale orice. . . .$1.60
Ladies' $2.50 Vici Kid Shoes and Ox
fords, all sizes and widths clean.$2.00
up sale price
Misses' and Children's $1.00 and $1.25
Canvas Lace Shoes, all sizes
clean-u- p
sale price
73c
Boys' $1.25 and $1.50 Canvas Shoes,
75c
all sizes clean-u- p sale price
One lot Boys' Tennis Shoes, broken
:
25c
sizes sale price
gently

Developing Wings.
From the Boston Herald.
It is a gallant writer who
admonishes some women when he
says: "Most men would be glad to
arrest the rush of feminine fashions
if only for the sake of getting time to
appreciate and enjoy them. But we
have scarcely time to get used to one
absurdity before another 8urjjrlses. ua.
Five years or so ago the femtnine
sleeve bulged at the shoulder; five
months ago It bulged at the wrist
Now there are signs of a turn of the
tide. The fulness Is creeping up again
and appears half way up the forearm
The effect produced on the casual ob
server Is that of a pair of short flappers." To arrive at perfection Is the
adorable aim of women. She Is never
contented with what she is nor with
what she wears, but one might well
wish she was a little less Impetuous
In the struggle toward perfection.

Justice in South Carolina.
From the Columbia State.
The presiding Judge, who ordered
change of venue in the case of James
II. Tillman, Indicted for murder, gave
no reasons for his decision. It Is. loft
for us only to point out the slgnifll
cance of tho Interpretation now put
upon the law. It simply means that
when one man shoots
another In
South Carolina the dying must not be
prayed for In the churches lest pre
judlce against his assailant be stirau
lated. It means that when one man
kills another in South Carolina the
deed must not be denounced by the
dearest and closest friends and kind
red of him who Is gone lest Ave, or
perchance twelve, months later there
be aroused prejudice
against the
This Is a censorship which
slayer.
surpass in severalty that or any
European country whose people enjoy
a semblance of personal liberty. It Is
a censorship which Is utterly repug.
nant to the Institutions of this repub
lic, and to the right of free speech
which they garantee and proteetv-censorship which cannot and will not
be heeded so long as there lives one
minister to beseech God's mercy for
the.dyjng and one editor not afraid
to write what he knows to be true,- a

we.,' h
There is a
circulating to the
effect that a portion of the "Big Bur
ros" as the higher chain In the range
of mountains of that name are known
Is to be included In the Gila forest

').!
rumor

reserve.
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Exquisite
not to be seenpatterns
elsewhere.
Very large and oholoe variety!
complete sets for walls,

8

5
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rt Jall PaperS

High

Yvim!

i

ceilings and borders.
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CAR. LOAD

F. GEIIRING
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now
for

- MASONIU TEMPLE,

Challenge

GROCER.
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Refrigerators

"EEP

DIP

TANKS

SIZES

.-- ALL

SADDLERY

is delicious on every kind
of salad.
Hot or Cold
Meat, Fowl, Eggs and

ilAHZECO.
U

AMEfllOAri

Veg-ttable-

J

Full Assortment Fishing Tackle
Hammocks In Variety

Down the Feast
a good Salad
Dressing

(So.

veils the Famous
Meal
Quick
Ranges
and the Perfect

I

ON THE ROAD

.dL'sz&Mrt

Ferndell
Is the smoothest, richest

and tastiest, most relishing combination of purs

.

.,.

ingredients.-- . Nona
good, it never gets

85 and OS cent

T

so
KMatnS

ran-rancl-d.

Sartrttt
Hernia
Jwiib Caaalori,

a bottle

.llOUCHER'S.

J
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V NoprtuirOfl
WpsorBadu

JTAjaW J
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O. G. SCHAEFER

IMMHHMIMIIIIIIIWt
'Phone
Las

DRUGGIST

Vegas

Has

Yeiis

Mills.

ESTABLISHED

MEAL. BRAN

1888.

Dr. D. M. Williams.
T

I

WHEAT, ETC.
Highest cah prloe
imlci for Mllllnff U'hpat
Colorado tfevd Wheat tor Sale In Seatum &
, LAS VEGA, N. M.

IMMHIIMIIMMMWW

It you want to gain flesh and feel
well drink Macbeth
water; pure,
sparkling, refreshing, medicinal; delivered where you want It by Peter
Roth.
188 tf
Pittlngsr has Inst received a fine
assortment of picture frame mouldings and mats; also the latest patterns
and colorings In wall paper. (20
stilts) lirasai
UUI

v DENTIST

Mi

1

If

JJ
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NsV
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1
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V

The meat modern appllanoaa
for
V
Dantl.try.
Bridge St. - - Las Vegas. N. M

v.. .a

Men
Moneyed
eases

In' many

date their prosperity!

Plaz. Trust

&

Savings Bank,

LAS VEOAS, N. M.
JsrriRaoN RiTNOt.rxi. Preoldent,
H KUMAR D. Mvsrs. Vliv-Pre- a.

Haixst Ratnoi.m. Caibler.

H.E. VOGT&CO.
SAKITOf

S. R. Dearth
PUCKS
Undertaker
1

Steam and

Hot Water
Heating.

Repairing Proaptly Done.
SHOP

Corner Seventh and Douglas Ave.

.

--

from the day they made their first deposit in a bank. It seems to encourage thrift and improves the owner's
business methods.
Do not postpone the
opening of a:
savings account, even if it is small at
ti rst. The big
were the
things of
little tilings of yesterday.today

131

Roller
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If
If
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m..

I Noaadmtrana

iimrNim
Tor SsJe by

AT

nOMAHAMCRN

Received Daily

lot of Infants $1.00 red and
Sandals, sizes IJ
to 5 clean-usale price - 0

ONE

DJUIWU U&UU&U

J.R.SMITH, Prep.

Berries

.............

OnnfhriA7-irw7-tf- M

Wholesale and ltctall Dealer In

olate

-4-i.,

1

Owing to the backward spring, our stock of Shoes and Hats and Caps is larger
thau usual at this time o to clean up, we have cut prices deep. Now is the time
to benefit by this clean-u- p
sale. DON'T WAIT.

te

t.J

World.

REPAIRING
V

EVENING, JULY 15.
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(SLEW -- QUIP SAME

BeveritlKt)
fairs Is he

.

FIRST-CLAS- S

Brand
Of Cigar.
In the

I I

-

Style, Finish and
Manufacture.

V

The

sfxK

wid that what makes Senator
aa authority on Chinese at
fact that he once spent two
weeks to Asia. That was really a lonp
visit. The senator commands one's
admiration because be did not write a

It

IN

t
.

News-deal-

-

JEWELRY

Strong and

Rates of Subscription.
..
....

Quality

with

WATCHES

ALIEN, Business Manager.

Palljr. ptr wwk, b carrier
Daily. pur month, by currier...
Daily, pw nmnlli, ly mall. ....
Dally, three month, by mail..
Dally, tx tnmitha, by mull.....
Dally, one year, by mall
WeeklfiOpilo. per year.

Combined

Strength

PUBLISHED BY

and

Embalmer.
Cut Flower....
and Monuments..
Both 'Phone.
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LOCAL.

Perry Onion pays cash and good
nrices lor household goods. Monte
-

Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No. 271.

Iced tea may kill you. Understand?
In short and chilly meter
May route you to the happy land-- But
how could man die sweeter?

The county commissioners

143-t- t

Position
Wanted
by
Japanese
woman for light house work; address
New Optic, room No. 2.
Cheap Team and rig
for campers. Vegas 'phone 32G.

FOR HIRE,

were In

session today.

Juan Apodaca of Chaperito was in
the city tody.

FOR SALE, CHEAP
house,
with bath, cellar, earn. Best location; on Columbia avenue. Inquire
of or address, S. T. Kline, 320 NaSix-roo-

Juan Duran was in the city today
from the vicinity of La Cuesta.

tional avenue.

15-t-

pared,-

Don Eugenio Romero left yesterday
for his tie camps in the vicinity of
Manzano.

RESERVED

The pay checks were expected in today but failed to arrive and it is rumored that they will not do so until
the 17th.

-

-

-

President
Oashler

D. T. HOSKINS,

Surplus, $50,000,00

aa.

r

OFFICERS:

M. OUNNiNQHAM,

FRANK

SPENSER, Vkm-PrF. D. JANUARY, Asst. Omsklar
es.

I!

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
Jm
J

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DAHK

-

STRAYED A dark Jersey cow, .de
horned,, with strap around neck.
Lost from herd Saturday. Reward
for return to P. F. Nolan 109, Tenth.

FOR

J.

f

The best of material, carefully pre
nicely and quickly served, by
attentive and sprightly waiters, on at
tractive tables, in cool and comfortable dining room such is Duvall's
276-t- f
Restaurant,

Paul GooJson left this morning for
Kroenig's lakes on a fishing

OF LAS VEGAS.

Capital Paid In, $100,000.00

President

H. OOKE,

H. W. KELLY,

Vhe-PrmsU-

?

isi

!

D. T. HOSKINS, Treasurer

PAID UP CAPITAL,

a.
m

I; a

J? m

030,000.00

m

I

tOSAVE your earning, by depomltlitg thorn it THE LAS VEGAS SAVBtSS DAXX,
whore thov will brlna
you an Inoomo. 'Evorv dollmr mmwrnd Ja two dollar
Nodauomlim raaolvod ot loam than 11. Intaromt aald on all dooomlta at S mmmlntrmm.

'

LEWIS SHOE & CLOTHING

Miss Nellie Ragan, the pleasant and
polite little daughter of the west side
photographer, was numbeied among
'
the sick today.
t

Dancan Opera House I

1
WHO WILL TALK

Dr. F. B. Romero, who formerly
made this city his home, arrived in
town from El Paso last night
by his wife.
acom-panie-

CO.

THURSDAY

TOMORROW NIGHT.

d

EVENING,

July

6

1

White Cottolene

1

Band
Concert

W. W. Wallace began the work of
laying the vitrified brick sidewalk on
National avenue today along the front
of the residence of John Clark and Jfl.

and Benefit

j

Ball

Graaf.

Don Jesus Ma. Quintana, the presMiss I If eld Entertains.
ent school superintendent, returned
At
her
pleasant home, Miss Jessie
from
his home at Rio Pecos,
today
where he has been visiting for some Ilfeld charmingly entertained a goodly
number of young friends in highly aptime past.
proved fashion last night. The rooms
Cards and
The lively little Japanese couple were tastefully decorated.
who advertised InTheOptic went out dancing were the diversions.
Hearts was played at eight tables,
with H. A. Harvey this morning to
to the
make a trial of the work at the moun- dainty prizes being offered
came
Mrs.
Neustadt
skilful.
most
tain resort.
...
.
first among the ladies and was awardPedro Sanchez arrived in the city ed a cut glass dish. Clarence Browne
this morning with a large load of wool led among the gentlemen. His prize
which was the first of this years' clip was a beer stein.
Second prizes
were won by Miss Cora Stern and
e
taken from the herds of James
of Anton Chico.
Geo. Allen, while the unique booby
rewards were captured by Miss Josie
The concert at the springs which La Rue and Arthur Tipton.
was announced last night to take
The choicest of refreshments were
place Thursday evening has been post- served during the evening. An hour
poned until Friday evening on account or two of dancing brought to a close
of the ball at the opera house.
an uncommonly pleasing social party.
Aber-rrombi-

R. h. Richmond
sent his son
Harold, who become considerable of
a cripple since he left here last year,
to Los Angeles last night for the purpose of taking advantage of the ocean
baths in the hope that he might be
helped.

Chas. Stevenson, the popular and
well known Santa Fe passenger conductor, has decided to dispose of his
handsome trap and driving horse so
is Belling chances at one dollar each
and the man who throws the highest
will be the lucky possessor of one of
most handsome and stylish turnthe
There was a "quilting bee at the
outs in the city.
Methodist church last night which was
led by Mrs. H. O. Brown for the purI have secured a
GOOD NEWSt
pose of raising a small sum for the concession of 10 per cent to 20 per
benefit of the 'Topeka flood sufferers. cent on all suits ordered before Aug.
It was very largely attended and a 1st from two of the
largest tailoring
neat sum was realized.
houses in the United States. I'm goto give that reduction to my cusWillow Grove Circle No. 6 will give ing
an Ice cream social tonight at their tomersall of it. I. K. Lewis Shoe
& Clothing Co.
lodge room on Sixth street. The price
of admission will be twenty-fivcents
The funeral of Ascension Salas de
for adults and ten cents for children
Martinez who died on the west Bide
which will entitle those who pay the
to a dish of ice cream and cake. yesterday occurred today.
,

.

e

For the most beautiful rooms in the
southwest, go to La Pension In the
165-tCoors block.
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"' WM.1 CURTIS BAILEY, MANAGER.
;;
MEALS SECOND TO NONE IN THE CITY
:

:

Try our Sunday pinners.
;

'
I

AMERICAN

FIRST CLASS SERVICE.

PLAN.

We make Special Rates to Single Parties and Families
and Board

LAB VEQAB,

-

-

seeking Boom

NEW MEXICO.

MltMMIIIMIvMHWMHIHfMIHMIHII

....

tors..

MM.

it

2tS

z

PATTY

Mrs. M. B. Ward is prepared to do
s
dressmaking at 902 Third
172-lstreet. L. V. 'Phone 174.
first-clas-

Gnu

Km

Fczzdry esd ttsehleo CZcp
'

(Commencing July 1st, 1903),
We offer every Item In the
DEPARTMENT
FURNITURE

at

9240 for $3.60 Metal Beds, any size.
Woven Wire Bed
$1.80 for $2.25
Springs.
$2.00 for. $2.60 Hold Medal . Folding

Browne & Manzanares Co

Machine work
Mill and Mining Machinery bnilt and repaired,
promptly done. All kind of Casting made. Agout for Chandler
ft Taylor Oo.'s EnginM, Boilers and Saw Mills, Webster and Union
Best power for
Gasoline Engine and Hoisteri, Pumping Jacks.
Also the
Pumping and Irrigating purposes. No smoke, no danger.
Towers.
Call
and see us. ,
Ideal and Sampson Windmills and

j. g. anion, pnopizron.

c!

native

1
THE
MOST COMMODIOUS

WHOLESALE

DINING

ROOM

r

... AND m.
MOST EXCELLENT

SERVICE

IN THE CITY
IS

AND

HIDES

WOOL,

FOUND AT

PELTS

A. DOvAirs
DEALERS

OOLEY'8 LIVERY for comfortable rigs and reliable teams.
Standard
Vehicles For Sale.
work In buggies, surreys, road
wagons, etc Bridge street, west
aide.

P. CIDDIO.

... CENTER STREET.

IN . . .

does repairing and cleaning of men's
and ladies' clothing In the most sat
isfactory manner. Ladies' and gentle
man's tailor.

t

HOT08,

VIEWS,
BUTTONS,
developing and finishing for am
ateurs. Also watch repairing and
music furnshed for balls and
parties. J. B. Martinez, tent opp,
189-- m
city hall.

Cheffon

ir

Mowers and Reapers
Threshin
Machines,

Cray't

j

FOR A
GOOD

Furniture Co.

..FIRST
:

lll

i

,Jt
.U

i.

i

!

.

i

OSTEOPATHIC

LAS YSSAS, KSVf EIX'.OO.
UnOL PASO, TEXAS.
.v.-.

-I-

Bofof

SURGEON

osdnr the
Founder of the
Dr. A. T. MUM,
at Klrkarllle, Mo,

t
Lcmt
arar
dacciI
X

"

ft

Consultations and examinations

art frtci inquirer art cordially

In-

vited to call

at offiw,
CIKZY CtCSX,

OVER BTKARNB'.CBOCKRY store
ft to It s. m.
Docks 1i 1 to
6 p. oi.
At other times by appointment.
Dr. Purrlanee.
.

guccrto
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;"

Our Work Will Please You
SMOOTH
EDGES
on

.

and

CUFFS

Laundered
by the

COUPON
BOOKS
good for

$5.00

Worth of
WORK
for
$4.50.

Las Vegao STEAM LAUNDRY.
Both Phones.
Q

Free Delivery.

'

;.

'"j1;

Spring Siii to
-- Oooda lei

COLLARS

I treat all diseasesi my ipeciiHy
thoM of chronic character.

ft.

PUdaf JYostr Ordor

3oo Tnoao Nobby

s

OriKliiHtB

CLASS WCSKiRLI.

9.LUmV,

,.,

....

SOP..

BARBER

CKNTKR STMKKT"

DRIED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

REPAIR
and
men'a clothing and ladles' fine

H. W. Honf, U. 0.,

DINNER.

..PARLOR

'

.

DUVAU'S...

SAMPLE LINE AMOLE SOAPS.

".Oil

ANY

AT THE DEPOT

TAKE THEM TO

Hay, Rakes, Bain Wsjons,
Grain and Wool Bags, Bailinj Ties. Fence Wire. Etc
Ranch Supplies, Navajo Blankets,
May, Grain and Feed.

DYE

OSTEOPATHY

YOU ARE TO MEET

FRIENDS

i garments, aibo
iauur
1 1
OUS
ing. Work guaranteed.
11 HOLMES, next to Ed. Henry's.

$1440 for $18.50 Golden Oak SldO'
boards
and thousands of others.
Bargains of a Life Time.
Next to Western Union Telegraph
office, Lag Vegas, N. M.

Cultivators,

Harrows,

McCormick's

1

TT CLEAN,

II

Plows,

SAN MIGUEL BANK

nigo-ciss-

I

Mcai-Mcrfi-

Both Kansas City and
Meata.

e.

LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS

Filters

All Kinds oT Native Produce,

Rosenthal
Furniture Company.
We will shortly remove to the
New Duncan Building
Next to the Postof flee.
For the next 30 days,

Rosenthal

that

L V. Phone 230. Southwest Car. Plata.

725
are invited to call.

of the

$6.80 for $8.50 Golden Oak
iers, 6 drawers.

Smmmlml-- f.

A FILTER

lors have been opened by
Miss Winifred Sullivan at
Seventh street, and ladies

1

.

Carrsj

Wagons,

STAR

J. H. Stearns. Grocer.

PLUMBING
ROOFING

Prices Much Reduced on Hate.
SPOUTING
Dress hats, street hats, outing hats,
all sharply cut in price to sell out for Iron work of all descriptions on short
and well done. Soils garden
the season. Ladies furnishings also notice
tools, hose, &(
Bridge Street.
at lower prices.
Misses O'Brien, Bridge St.
MEW DRESSMAKING PAR
1

Libby's Elegant Canned Meats
Underwood's Superior Sardines
Deviled Crabs
Lobster

25c X

"""v.

The Sutton Tripoli atone filter
ramovaa all Impuritloa from water
and delivers a plentiful supply, la
perftetly simple, Instantly clean
able. Sea It working at The Optlo
office. For eala by 8. P., Flint
Prices 2 to . Central hotel.

For Hot Weather Lunohson

$1.00

F

?-

188-t- f

;

--

aatlmfmotlaa Bmaraatd
AT FOUNTAIN dOUAHt

Davis & Sydes9

fipecta- -

BUILDING

20 per cent Discount for Cash.
Everything exactly as represented,
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished Now ia your time to secure the greatrooms with bath and electric light; est bargains ever offered in New Mex- '
1
convenient to. both towns.
Call at ico. -

Dougles avenue.

,..
Balcony

Music

Willow Grove No. 5 will give an ice
cream social at their hall on Sixth
St., WednesJay evening.
Everybody
invited. The Woodmen of the World
will dispose of their organ at this Bhow tm ImiRif wvnav. next door to
Furlong's gallery. Prompt and caretime.
ful attention Riven
to all work. Ksti- - M D Q Nf)
The Las Vegas Light A Fuel Co , mates furnished.
WUMU
are now prepared to furnish Willow
Creek coal at 14.50 por ton delivered,
127 If
or 13.90 by ihe cm
INECARRIAGES--VE- N
Mrs. Laura Poole Wright has bought
Carload just received.
out Mrs. Wm. Malboeuf anJ will conand reliable work.
Handsome
tinue business at the old stand. Will
and
See Now Styles.
Call
close out the present stock for 50
Street.
Bridge
cents on the dollar from now until
Sept. 1st, before buying new stock.

If you wish to borrow money It will
pay you to Investigate the plan of
Inthe Aetna Building association.
quire of Geo. H. Hunker, Sec. 129-t- f

1015

UniformsNew

Ball,
t Tickets fortickets
for

f.

price

Dr. W. S. Standlsh returned last
evening from the lower country where
he went with a native who claimed to
have made an unusually rich strike
of copper. From the reports by the
doctor a wild goose must have been
runnlM aalarge about the time the
aforeEjld Jnatlve made his discovery.

New

of

am d Hmrmh..lnm m

Las Vegas Military Band
;

Manufacturer

W.mon Matmpml, mad flfoavjr Hard'
warm. 0(Mr( Slaammadlklaa)

BENEFIT
E. C. de Baca is having a massive
red stone enclosure placed around his
family burial lot in the west side
church yard. Myles Sweeny is doing
'
the work.
a

Successor to A. O. SCHMIDT

and Dealer in all k tnds of

Contains nothing but pure vegetable oil
and choice beef suet. It is endorsed by
leading physicians and expert cooks as the
most wholesome and economical material
for all shortening and frying purposes,
and is for sale by

(J1I.VNO

Myles Sweeny is engaged in the
west side Catholic church yard setting a, handsome retaining wall of
native red stone around the Hanlon
lot.

iinmr Lonznzszi

tbo

Ptoco

to aetoct from. . .

Russell,
Wholoaalo

hay,

eiusl

ftotall

crj

tailm.
Doeiloe) In

ar.D rzzD

Security Stuck

Ml pxjy Pc?J
aek'rhMMsai.

V 429 MamiOLnaroa Atonno.

t

Itrlflotf Irlek tletewalka, ov
laatlng, handaotna, ccewealotX
Work of all kisda la wutvt rai
atone. Bsttsataa fwafckal aa
brtok and etoao beji'c LI
11 wort rtaraatoed. T7. TT. XT- -"
iaco, vee TViZ i--J.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
WANTED.

Urlcf IteHiiine of the Important
Ijoings In Sew MexWanted Situation by Japanese.
ico Towns.
First class waiter for restaurant, ho-

Business Directory.
ATTORNEYS.

law. tel or boarding house, address New
George H. Hunker, Attorney at
Office, Veeder block, Las Vegas, N. Optic, Itoom 2. 2t

It

FOR RENT.

Attorney-At-LaGeorge P. Money,
United States
and
torney, office in Olney building,

Ui

atr

E"t

Vegas, N. M.

,

AttorneyAt-LswFrank Springer,
Office In Crockett building. East Las

Vegas, N. M.

THE MEADOW CITY.
If you, have
any torm oi
stomach trou Some
Thing About La Vegas Not
ble you will
BitAnd the
Generally Known to the
ters very benOutside World.
eficial. It

THE TERRITORY.

-

MINES, FARMS,

FOK RENT Nicely furnished room,
with privilege of light housekeeping,
Albuquerque's
at 918 8th St.
$4,000.

house on
For Rent Four-rooSeventh street; apply to D, Danzlger,

RANGES,

only

Las Vogas.meanlng "The Iteadows,"
a the covinty seat of San Miguel coun-.y-,
lies oi both Bides of the OaUinas
strengthen the
stomach.
iver, iind, with its suburbs, has about
Try it for .0,000 Inhabitants.
Heartburn,
It has excellent water works, arc
Flatulency,
stores, beautiful residences
Indigestion.
and incandoscent electric light plant,
or
Dyspepsia
eclepbone exchanges, headquarters of
Maim-inthe Atchison railway system, new
cures.
It positively
Mexico division, together with rail
those ingredients as will

mm V
Fitters

to

Miss Mary E. Ressler, an acconip-Young King Alfonso, who Is soon to
llghed young lady of Albuquerque, review the Spanish fleet, is expected
was married yesterday to John B, to look aulto gorgeous in a diving
suit.
McMannus.

tever-ishnes- s,

48-t- f.

-

Le-Ro-

C6-t-

Eldorado

Lodae No.

1.

K.

P.

Of

FOR RENT Furnished rooms, witn
or without board. No. nuz, corner
f
of Columbia and Eleventh.

Major Llewellyn of Las Cruces and
E. Smith, a Denver banker are in
terested In an Irrigation enterprise
For Rent.
for the redemption of 15,000 acres
R. C. RANKIN, K. of R. 8.
Four rooms, wrden and corrals, W of land in the Rlnconado. The drain
SAUL ROSENTHAL, If. of T.
'
7 92,
old town, $8 CO.
age basis there Is the largest of the
nice
7
lawn,
large
Fine
homo,
looms,
No.
Sacramento mountains and the pro- 4,
I. O. O. F, Lae Vegas Lodge,
lil or one. he region Is well
meets every Monday evening at their
barn and orchard, In north part of iaft (
halL Blitn street All visiting oretn
inO.O.).
to
fruit growing and farm'
city.
rea are cordially invited to attend. J. Three rooms and i.ath In Old Town adaptort
H. York. N. Q.: J. B. Mackel. V. 0
110.00.
T. M. Elwood. Sec.; W. E. Crltes,
Cemetery Nice offlce room, 17.00.
Treaa.; S. R Dearth,
M. B. Wasch, a tenter living a mile
Trustee.
Furnished rooms for light house-keenorth of Carlsbad, was bitten ny a
lnr. with bath, 1022 Fourth, at
was badly worried as to the result
Sixth street lodge room.
Visiting Storage room for household goods. Liberal application of Pecos water
200-tbrothers cordially tvited.
seasoned with a drop of squirrel Juice
A, A. MALONEY, Exalted Ruler. MOORE REAL ESTATE
as to
soon made him Indifferent
B.
Bee
T.
BLAUVELT,
AND INVESTMENT CO.,
whether ho had been bitten or not
625 Douglas Avenue.
193 tf.
fUbekah Lodge, I. O. O. F Meets
and the next day ho was none the
second and fourth Thursday evenings
worse for his mishap.
O.
O.
ball.
I.
F.
the
month
at
of each
FOR SALE.
Mrs. Sarah Roberts, N. 0.; Mrs. Barah Crltes, V. O.; Mrs. A. J. Wertz. Wo have a
Rotwell's Menagerie: Rob well w 111
good six room lions. v. ih I
Sec,; Mrs. J. N. Shirley, Treas.
aoon
be able to have i menagerie,
In.
tnth lint nn1 onlil water flimn
Pliant has a loafer wolf for
Marshal
fine
In
lot
the
on
corner
best
No.
Las Vegae Royal Arch Chapter
city,
wnnoman a wum-a- i
a
Lincoln
S. Regular convocations first Monday
pet,
lawn and large shade trees. House
month.
a monkey and
Whllemnn
in each
Visiting companions
roomers. Charley
Is nicely arranged
for
M. Whltcman a parrot
generally Invited. M. R. Williams, E
Mrs.
on
llgator;
Price $2,500; can carry part
H. P.; C. H. Sporleder, Sec.
J. B. GUI a prairie dog; Dave Easton
monthly payment plan if desired.
a monkey-faceowl; J. A. Graham
Las Vegae Commanoery K. T. No.
Sam Jones, rattle
a
horned
toad:
2. Regular conclave second Tuesday Fine building lots In all parts of the
A. Graham an ermine.
and
J.
of each month.
snakes
Visiting
7
knights
98.
reasonable
prices.
city at
E.
cordially welcomed. John 8. Cla-Thero are also several coyotes In
Why do you pay rent when you can
Rec.
Chas.
Tamme.
town. Why not got all of these
C;
that
house
almost
nice
a
buy
make a soolog
new, with barn, lawn and trees In enlmals together and
Eartern Star, Regular Communlca
leal garden?
$300
location
$1100,
for
only
good
tloa second and fourth Thursday even
o
cash and balance In email monthly
Ing of each month. AH visiting broth
the
8an Juan's Schools:
Says
ers and sisters are cordially invited
payments.
Mrs. Julia Webb, worthy matron;
Farmlngton Hustler: One of the
REAL ESTATE
MOORE
.Earnest Browne, W. P.; Mrs. Emma
of our
AND INVESTMENT CO., significant signs of the growth
Benedict, Sec.; Mrs. M. A. Howell,
Is
the
recognised
country.
genrally
C25 Douglas Avenue.
193-t- t
'Trees.
fact that ourschool population has out,
SALE A modern
grown the capacity of our school hous
FOR
MISCELLANEOUS.
house. J. D. Ellsworth, 725 Fourth es In a number of places In the county. Four new brick school house
1841m.
St
are among San Juan county's con
call
WHT not have a new.
FOR SALE Seven two year old templaled Improvements
this year
Bug card as well as a stylish dress T
Order a shaded old English card at registered Hertford bulls; acclimated, The Junction side of the river Is to
The) Optic.
vaccinated and in line condition. Ash have one to take the place of the
Watrous, N. M. 169 tf
present building. Hood Is to have one
TU3 NICEST of meals, the beet of ley Pond, Jr.,
for the new district formed
there
beds are to be found in the summer
from a part of the Farmlngton disresort at Rociada, near the mountrict and a part of the Flora VlsU
tain. Term. $1.50 per day, $9 00
then Flora Vista Is to have
district,
per week. For further particulars
one and La Plata one. All of brick.
writ or phone Mrs. Cutler, Rociada,
well built and commodious.
160-tN. M.

meets every Monday at 8 p. m at
their Castle hall, third floor Clements
block, corner Sixth street and Grand
avenue.
J. J. JUDKINB, c. c.

49-t-

D.

p

J

--

3

! Geo. T.
I

'

12th and National.

Home Phone 140.

HMIMMMMIMMM
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-

1

road machine shops-anworks, stock yards and largo sheep- shearing and dipping plants.
West of the river, the old town has
the quaint and picturesque Mexican
appearance adobe houses, narrow,
crooked streets, native people and
customs, handicrafts and occupations;
but the plaza and all of the new town
east of the river, constitute a dtstinc
tlve American city. The streets are
wide and well graded, while sidewalks
abound, shaded with growing trees.
Three parks, filled with grass and
trees, add to the beauty and healthful-nes- s
and
of the place. Handsome
and innumerable lawns, set in grass
and adorned with shrubbery and
flowers, combine to proclaim a cultur
ed community, possessed of all mod
ern comforts and conveniences.
Las Vegas is the natural sanato
rium of the United States, combining
more natural advantages than any
other place in America. Her thermal
waters are the equal of the Hot
Springs of Arkansas, while her climate
is infinitely superior. There is no
malaria, no excessive heat or cold, no
gnats, rats or mosquitoes. The air is
pure, dry, rarified, and highly electrifieda certain cure for consumption,
If the disease be taken In time. Th
hot waters are a specific for liver,
skin, rheumatic and blood disorders,
Her Montezuma hotel is the finest hos
telry between Chicago and California,
and is situated in a beautuu canyon,
Ave miles from town, where the hot
springs, forty in number, come boil
ing to the surface. Besides this,
St. Anthony's Sanitarism. conducted
bv the Sisters of Charity, and the
Plaza Sanitarium, conducted ry Dr,
Willam Curtiss Bailey. M. D.
Las Vegas is the distributing point
for nearly all New Mexico By the
Atchison system, she has connection
with Kansss on the east. Colorado on
the north, Arizona and California on
the west, and Texas and Old Mexico
on the south. Besides these, she has
more stage lines, connecting her with

2n. Hud Dialer.

CLAIRE

HOTEL
SANTA

rir

rc.

vv

N. M.

Proof. Eloetrlo LMhtad,
HoMod, Centrally Located.
Bih end Sanitary Plumbing

I

Steam

,
!

Throughout.

S&mpla R.ootn for Com.
morolal Men.
Amotloar or European Plan,
Le.rg

)

t

GEO. E. ELLIS.
Proprietor and Owner.
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six-roo-
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DRESSMAKING, also lessons In
cutting and sewing; the French tall
or system, square and tape, taught
allowed
$1.00
per day
Pupils
while learning.
Petboud
Co. 610
187 lm
Douglas avenue.
EW VEGETABLES. Home grown,
fresh from the garden. Leave orders at Sisters' Convent for Harney McNally;

,.,

OUR FUNERAL

IDDniMTUrUT.

.wl

,,.,.

...

wo ara
,

a thoroughly satisfactory manner.
We have made a clone study ef em
balming and our method Is according
to the most recent scientific discover

In

.TCI.

PALACE

ies and modern practice.
The W. M. LEWIS COMPANY.
C01HS BI.OCI
I'NDHTAfcf IS.
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tut t
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rmgsd oro.

Ar ftm snaklnf
at
fom drift. naf t w rjewd more
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Need Help:
The Silver City Na
tional bank Is In receipt of a circular
letter from D. E. Clopper, mayor of
Argentine, Kansas, asking for help
for the flood sufferers In that town.
The circular says that out of a pop
ulation of 6,500, 3.000 are homeless.
Argentine Is a manufacturing town
and the population Is composed most
Hundreds of
ly of laboring people.
(bene have lost their homes, furniture
and doming. Home nave not a ensnse
clothing. In the country the farm
ers lost all their property and crops.
One half the stores In the town were
The
filled with water to the wlllnga.
water entered the second story of the
houses and completely submerged cot'
tsges, many were wrecked and a large
number were swept away. The mud
Is from one to two feet deep In Ihe
houses and the streets. It has an odor
and will cause sickness. The people
need help to remove the mud, cleanse
the sewers, repair the bouse and rare
for the sick. The city Is financially
embarrassed and cannot carry the

MM. ww. ooim.
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Prompt Table Service

talk

-
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$10,000
10.000

$20,000

MUTUAL
New York
LIFE INSURANCE

Oldest

in
America.

COMPANY OF

Largest
in the
world

RICHARD A. McCVRDY. President
A. DAY. Ne.na.er, Albuquerque, N. M,
W. G. OGLE, Dist. Supt., La.s Vegas, N. M.
DARBY

Keep Your

Eye
on
This Space
for a
List

Avmmmm.

of
Legal Blanks
Printed

and
For Sale

by

Dortance.
A city hall, four public school build
Masonic temple, opings,
era house. Territorial Normal school
and Territorial insane asylum and pub
lic buildings, constructed of red ana
white sandstone, unsurpassed In beauty by similar edifices In any town, of
equal Use. la we states.
The latitude is about ine same
that of central Tennessee, while the al and no night la too warm for
titude I nearly 6,500 feet This comunder one or two
bination give a peculiar, but moat blankets. sleep,
The sun will thine nine
happy, result. In the winter, during day out of every ten, the year round.
the day, the thermometer seldom fall, This, with the extreme dryness of the
in the shade, below rerty degrees, air. caused by the very slight precip
while it often run in the sunshine, to itation of
moisture; the resinous arosixty-fivdegree or even more. On ma, rolling down from the pine-clathe
In
summer,
the
the other hand.
the large amount of elecheat Is never oppressive, in the shade, mountains;
tricity in the air, and the consequent
osone resulting from the altitude; and
the location of the town,
dUraaaUSolW
e
by mountain and mesatheso all
to produce an atmosphere whtch
is a balm to all diseases of tne respiratory organs. The percentage of
death from consumption is lower in
ON
New Mexico than it Is anywhero else
In the United States; aud no other
place In New Mexico excels Las Vega
In the salubrity of its cllmato. Asthmatics experience immediate and per
and
manent relief, in this aititudo.
In the way of health and pleasure
Low
resorts, La Vega I unrivaled. In a
radius of twenty miles. In romantic
OF
mountain glen and besido babbling
mountain brooks, are the Las Vegas
Everything in
hot springs, Harvey's, El Porvenlr,
HarilwHrr,
Blake's, Sparks' Bspello, Rociada,
Tinware,
and other places, too numerous to
KnaiiicU'tlvtarf,
mention, where health can be recoretc.
Cutlery,
ered, and life becomes a pleasure to
the ennuye. the Invalid, the over
worked buslnes man.
This Territory Is rich In everything
Thompson Hardware Co
Iron, copper. coaL lead, silver, gold.
Tm
that constitutes the wealth of nations,
court-hous-

j

The Optic.
rom-forta-

CERRILL03

SOFT COAL

Anthraelte Coal, Charcoal and
Weed.

e

d

HAY and

GRAIN

jAr.:ss o'ornzs,
Oar. rtosJM
LasVegaaM

OoloThone&S

1902

WALL PAPER
A large and elegant line
of the very latent designs just in

at....

R. P.

u
"

-

d

THE BEST MEALS

H

burden; therefore they are asking for
outside contributions.

-

or you receive this If you live 20 years.
Information as to terms can be had by writing

tributary territory, than has any other
town in New Mexico. This territory
Includes the entire section east and
south of the mountains, and com
prises the counties of Colfax, Mbra,
Taos, San Miguel, Santa Fe, Socorro,
Dona Ana, Grant, Chaves, Lincoln, ana
Eddy .with parts of Valencia and Bera country larger than all New
jialill
England. This takes in the famous
valley of the Rio Grande, and the lee
famous, but not less excellent, valley
of the Pecos the finest fruit sections
of the west.
There are eight large wholesale
houses, whose trade extends throughout the Territory, and into the ad
joining soctions; while the volume of
this trade, and the value of the stocks
which they carry, cannot be duplicat
ed we si of Kansas City and south of
Denver. Three merchants' brokers
have selected the city as their dis
tributing center, the amount of their
yearly sales exceeding, in the aggregate, the combined sales of all other
such brokers in New Mexico, 'ine
retail merchants, of Las Vegas, are
more numerous, and carry larger and
better stocks of goods than do the retail merchants of any other town in
this Territory or Arizona.
La Vegas has two dally and six
weekly papers, three banks, three
building and loan associations, six hotels, many boarding houses, nine
a number of clubs,
churches,
and all of the leading civic and
social societies; a roller flour mill,
per day:
capacity, fifty barrel
five
establishments,
wool an
of
3.000,000
pounds
cleaning
brewery ana
nually; a
bottling establishment; a manufactory
of mineral and carbonated waters;
three wagon and carriage factories; sad
die and harness factory; a foundry,
electric light plant, three planing
mills, and other enterprise of less lm
g

all-roo-

f.

-

-
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$500 o. yea.r for 20 years
.
Then cash
TotaJ guaranteed In gold

.

,7-6-

...

estate will receive

well-fille- d

Office
E. V. tonj. Attorney-At-Law- .
Plaza.
In Wyman block, East Las Vegan,
Two rooms for light housekeeping,
N. M.
8; 1008, Sixth street
AMnmev-At-LaOf
a a
The Silver City Enterprise has prl Many School Children are 8lckly,
Las
East
Mnthor firav' Sweet Powders for
RENT A four room house with vate advices which say C. F. Grayson
in omkntt building.
FOR
'
v
In
.
New
rent
used by Mother Gray, a
to
Water
return
paid.
Children,
will
Vegas. N. M.
Merrill
or Moody
large garden.
nurse In Children's Home, New Tork,
ouire of S. Kaufman or Henry Beis- - Mexico In a week or two.
DENTI8T8.
break up Colds In 24 hours, cure
inan
Hammond, Dentist, Suenr. e.
r win rinuhtlesB be cood news to
Headache, Stomach Troubles,
No,
rooms
for
rooms
rvr nnnker.
suite
FOR RENT Furnished
Mr Teething Disorders, move and regu-latthat
democratic
reorganizes
the
tt
hours
1102 Lincoln
lleht housekeeping.
7, Crockett block. Offlce
the bowels, and Destroy Worme,
Bryan Is going to Europe. He in
li.nrt 1:30 to 6:00. L. V. 'Phone 239, avenue.
t
Coto. 116.
tends to be back here at the outset Mrs. Emilv Maronn. Meriden, Ct,
In
FOR RENT Furnished rooms lor of the presidential year, but mean- says: "It Is the best medicine
HOTELS.
feverish
when
children
for
the
world
to
street
have
gained
time they may hope
light housekeeping. 808 Fifth
Sold by all drugand constipated."
1981m
some hold on the situation.
Central Hotel, Popular Rates, Clean
25c.
Sample sent
or
mall,
beds. Douglas avenue.
gists
by
FOR RENT Four partly furnlsnea
of London says Free. Address Alien S. Olmsted,
Mr.
Rev.
Campbell
HARNESS.
N. Y.
houses; apply to the Club House or ho Is Imnressed by the extreme youth
181-tf- .
R. II. Oolite, Hot Springs.
The Harness Maker,
of many of the married people he has
from an
FOR RENT A small four room turn soon In this country. A letter
1n
resident
Amr.rir.an (nninorarllv
920
Eleventh
Mr. George T. Hill,
house.
ished
Apply
PRINTING.
ob
same
164-t- f
the
makes
txmdon
precisely
street
E. Las Vegas, N. M.
ComAnd
anrvfil Inn reeardlne that city.
pt'e Job Rooms, Fine
'
Dear
8lri
rooms
furnished
FOR RENT Two
are.
there
you
JosMrs.
for light housekeeping.
You are the only agent we
RESTAURANTS.
and
eph B. Watrous, corner Fifth
147-t- f
will havi In Las Vegas during
A Germnn professor niia uen in
National Ave., No. 723.
Duval's Restaurant Short Orde- rvestigating the subject of Insanity
the present season.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
Regular meals. Center street.
women, and says that It will
Yours Truly,
rooms with kitchen privileges In ad- among
as women are
TAILORS.
dition. Inquire at 810 Douglas ave- be Increased as rapidly
PEATS & CO.
ALFRED
86tf
nue.
allowed to enter into competition with
Prize Wall Papers.
Tie
men In the various professions.
J. B. Allen, The Douglas Avenue
on
Mesa
Grass
RENT
FOR
pasture
women
of
tailor.
found that the percentage
ranch, two miles eaBt of city, can
of cattle, mules and hors teachers who became Insane Is nearly
care
lake
SOCIETIES.
I
f
Samples Now On Display
es. Inquire 716 Grand avenue.
double of the.men teacher.
I-

to buv ? 10,000 In 5 pr cent. Gold Bonds
from The Mutual Life Insurance Company
of New York, payment to be made during
20 years in annual installments, and you
die after you have made one payment, vour

con-tai-

ETC.

flood bill amounts

IF YOU CONTRACT

HESSER,

Painter
Paper Hanger.

Grind Ave., epp Sub Vlruel Nat Bank

land-locke-

eon-spir-

WE BRAG

High Quality

Prices

limssrsa

mica, limestone,

gypsumjaltoda

sandstone, marbles,

In endless variety and

exhausrjess quantities, are among the
several products of the country which
Las Vegu commands. Sheep, cattle,
and lumber abound, so that In each
of these prime articles of commerce
this city Is the best market In New
Mexico. She handles more wool than
all the other towns In the Territory
combined, while her commerce in hides
is truly enormous. In the same way,
she stands
for her trade
in grains, hay, vegetables, and other
farm products; while her trade In Ice,
gathered In the neighboring mountain
canyons, extends east into Kansas
west into Arizona, and south Into Old
Mexico.

Mr. Bryan should also visit China
while he Is abroad. China is not ex
actly on a silver basis, but It uses cur
rency with holes In It.
Working Night and Day.
The busiest and mightiest little
Dr.
thing that ever was made 1
These pills
King's Ne Life Pills.
change weakness Into strength,
into
Into energy, brain-famental power. They are wonderful In
building up the health. Only 250 per
box. Sold by all Druggist.
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New York Stock Letter
American stocks in London are a
half to one lower. Harder money and
easier exchange make further gold
shipments Improbable.
Hardening time of money expected.
The report of the Vanderbilts leaving Europe for New York are contradicted.
Eighty-nin- e
roads for May, average
net increase of 17.65 per cent
Forty-tw- o
roads, first week. July
average gross increase of 15.S per
Burlington paid equal to 6 per cent
for five million for one year.
All western roads reports business
of last year and crop prospects are
good.
The banks lost to the
since Friday, $3,723,000.
Night Was Her Terror.
Twelve industrials declined 1.20 per
"I would cough nearly all night
cent and twenty active roads declined
long," writes Mrs. Chas. Applegate.
1.69 per cent.
of Alexandria, Ind., "and could hardly
0
get any sleep. I had consumption so
Live 8tock.
bad that if I walked a block I would
KANSAS CITY, July 15. Cattle
cough frightfully and spit blood, but,
market steady to lower; native steers when all other medicines
failed, three
Texas
Indian
and
4.00$5.10;
steers, $1 bottles of Dr. King's New Discovery
J2.50$4.00; Texascows, 1.75$3.50 wholly cured me and I gained 58
native cows and heifers, 1.75$4.30;
It's absolutely guaranteed
pounds."
stockera and feeders, $2.50$4.25; to cure
Coughs, Colds, La Grippe,
bulls, $2.OD'$3.60;
$2.25
calves,
Bronchitis and all Throat and Lung
$5.00; western
steers, $3.O0$4.75; Troubles.
Price 50c and $1. Trial
'
western cows, $2.30$3.50.
bottles free at all Druggists.
Sheep market steady to shade lower; muttons, $3.00$4.95; lambs, $3.$0
Parents always feel proud of their
$6.00.
children's good traits and wonder
Territory Wools.
where they get their bad ones.
ST. LOUIS, July 15. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums, 1
For a lazy liver try Ommberlaln's
18 cents; fine medium,
fine Stomach and liver Tablets.
They in
vigorate the liver, aid the digestion
regulate the bowels and prevent bul
CHICAGO, July 15. Cattle market lous attacks. For sale
by all drug
steady; good to prime steers,
gists.
$5.60; poor to medium, $4.00$5.0ft;
stackers and feeders, $2.50$4.E6
It looks like race suicide when some
cows, $1.60$4.25; heifers, $2.26
selling-platerare forced to meander
$5.00;
canners, $1.50$2.60; bulls, around the track.
calves,
$2.2S$4.25;
$2.50C:t)0
Texas fed steers, $3.35 $4.50.
A Box of Old Coins Unearthed.
A box of old coins supposed to have
Sheep steady; good to choice wethbeen buried by the Tories during the
ers, t3.75$4.00; fair to choice mixed
revolutionary period was recently unwestern
4.00S4.50;
sheep, $3.50
earthed by laborers working on one'
$4.50; native lambs, $3.00$.t,
of the eastern mil roads, but as the1
coins were about two centuries old
Grain and Provisions.
they would: probably have no more
Close July 15, 1903:
vale today than many of the remedies1
Waeat-J- uly
76; Sept 77; :Dec, compounded for stomach, liver and!
bowel disorders. It is therefore necessary, if you want to recover your
Com July
StW&
Sept
health, to be careful in the selection of
Dec.
a medicine that stflll restore the appe
Oass July
; Dec. tite, purify the blood and cure head
Sept
ache, indigestion, dyspepsia, constipa
tion or liver and Kidney troubles. You
Pork July $16.70; Sept $1:90.
will make no mistake if you will try
Lar Sept. $8.60.
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters because
Ribs July, $8.65; Sept $175.
it will positively tmre these diseases.
Hundreds of people hsve voluntarily
Evennhe man who has a lot of mon testified to this fact during the past
nity years.
ey isn'tealways content with his lot.
I

y

s

49;

?4. 39;

A New York letter relates that
man who was bathing in the Hudson
was takwi with cramps and would
have bees drowned had not somebody
pulled bin, out and laid him o the
bank.
Wn he came to he asked
policeman ihe name 01 his resemr.
The officer did not know. "Well,1
said the ma, "I have a $10 bill in atf
clothes I wottid like to give him." The
Officer repeated the story and it got
into the newspapers. During the next
en and boys called at
day thirty-fou-r
the man's house. Each one had alone
pulled him from the water.

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
,
Allen's
a powder. It
cures painful, smarting, nervous feet
and Ingrowing nails, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bunions. It's the greatest discovery of
the age.
Allen's Foot-Eas- e
makes
tight or new shoes feel easy. It is a
certain curs for sweating, callous and
hot, tired, aching feet Try it today.
Sold by all druggists and shoe stores.
Trial
By mall for 25c. In stamps.
Allen H.
package Free. Address,
'
Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
.

Foot-Ease-

d

l--

for the SW

I'M., arrive 4:30 p. ra.

Oep.SiOS a.
Oep

1:18 p. a,
4:
p. a.

o

Elegant Pullman Standard and Tour
ist Sleepers, Free Reclining Chair
Cars and Day Coaches on all trains.
Dining Car service Unexcelled.

gsr

l:p

190-30-

fpURE

r

LAS VEGsAST

2.000 lbs or more each delivery, 10c
"
15c
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
" 20c
200 to 1,000 lbs "
" 25c
50 to 200 lbs. "
M
Less than 50 lbs
f
30c

Time Saved.

AGUA PURA

V

Trains ran dally except Sunday.
Connections with tbe main line and
branches as follows:
At Aotonlto for Durango, Sllyorton and all
points In tbe San Juan country.
At Alumina (with standard gauge) for La
Teta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
also with narrow gauge for Monte Vlsta,?Dol
Norte Oreede snd all points In tbe Han Luis
valley.
At Sallda wltli main line (Standard gauge)
for all points east and west Including Lead'
vllle and narrow gauge points between Sal'
Ida and Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for tbe gold
camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
with all Mltsouii river lines tor all points

A

riEl7 FAST TRAKl

Between St. Louis

sad

sad

Kansas City

OHUMsClvIA CITY

WICHITA.
DALLAS

FC3TWC3TU

And principal poiats la Texas and the Sooth-wes-t.
This train Is new throughout and Is
mads up of the lass equipment, provided
with electrlo lights sad all other modem
traveling oonvsausaoss. It runs via our now
completed

Gsd Elver Civteisa.

Bvery appliance known to modern ear
build ins; snd railroading has been omn loved
in tbe make-u- p
of this eervloe, Including

Cef5 CbssrvcUsa Cers

under the management of Fred. Harvey.
Full Information as to rates and all details of
a trip via this new route will be oheei mlly
fnmfshed, upon application, by any rsprw
BUWUTW w tns

(Rax

signed.
Through

per
per
per
per
per

e
r

100 lbs
100 lbs

passengers from Santa Fe in
standard gauge sleepers from Alamosa can
have berth, reserved on application.

iOO

raASMft
Y

Jf.

,

A laws

W

y

B. W. KosuiNg, General Agent,
SautaFe, N M.
8. K. HOOPH, O. P. AH

s

Denver, Colo.

100 lbs
100 Ids
100 lbs

The Best

0

There is in

CO.,

Printing

OFFISSi 020 Dotehta Avmnv,
Lam
Vez,fow ATaxta

Taylor: Opportunity Is rare, and a
'Wise man will never let it go by him.

Orass is usually green, but a man Js
Brutally Tortured.
A case came to light that for per very apt to imagine he is color blind
sistent and unmerciful torture has when he encounters a grass-widoperhaps never been equaled. Joe
No Pity Shown.
Goloblck of Colusa, CaKf.. writes:
"For years fate was after me con
"For 15 years I endured inauffarabie
pain from Rheumatism aad nothing tinuously" writes F. A. Gulledge, Verrelieved me though I tried everything bena, Ala. "I had a terrible case of
When all
came across Electric Bitters Piles aauslng 24 tumors.
known,
Arnica Salve cured
and It's the greatest medicine on failed
earth for that trouble. A few bottles we. EquaKy good for Burns and all
t it completely relieved and cured aehes and pains. Only 25c at all
me." Just as good for Liver and Kid Druggists.
ney troubles and general debility.
HARVEY'S MOUNTAIN HOME
Only 60c. Satisfaction guarantees by is tka
ideal summer resort for rest.
ail Druggists.
health and a good time. Home cookThe last of Uncle Sam's dynamite ing with unlimited apply of Jersey milk
guns were sold for scrap iron in New and butter. Burros free for riding.
London, Conn., the other day. Exper Delightful trips in every direction.
ience has shown that for offensive and Carriage goes out Saturday mornings
defensive operations in time of war retnrns Friday; $10 for the week, In
the gunpowder of our forefathers can- cluding passage. Leave word at
not be Improved upon.
Wooster's or Ilfeld's. . Address
H. A. Harvey, Las Vegas, N. M.
tf
Many a man hat ruined his eyesight
Lots of pople had rather
not
tilting in a barroom looking for work.
own the things they can borrow.

wan Boom,
Faa. arrive U:S p.m.

Santa Fe Branch

RETAIL PRICED 1

Slight injuries often disable a man
and cause several days' loss of time
and when blood poison develops,
sometimes results in the loss of a
hand or limb. Chamberlain's Pain
Balm is an antiseptic liniment. When
Applied to cuts, bruises and burns It
causes them to heal quickly and with
out maturation, and prevents any danger of blood poison, for sale by all
4
druggists.

Driven to Desperation.
Living at an out of the way place,
remote from civilization, a family is
often driven to desperation in case of
accident, resulting in Burns, Guts,
What a pity it is that our neighbors Wounds, Ulcers, etc. Lay In a supply
don't know as well as we do what's of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. If s the
best on earth. 25c at all druggists.
good for them.

T

m.Dep

a. n.

1:85

east.
For further Information address the under.

Lowell: Good luck is the willing
handmaid of upright, energetic character.
Valuable

No.

fise. arrive

4

Mountain1 Ice
THAT MADE

No.

1

t ran. arrive t:4S p.

D. & R. G. System

Best Hack Service in the city. Meet all
trains, (.'alls are promptly attended to.
Office at M. L. Cooley's livery stable,

.

BASTBotnro,

no.
No. 8

4

RHODES'

THE

In connection with the
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM.
Is the short line between EL PASO,
the GREAT SOUTHWEST and KANSAS CITY, CHICAGO,. ST.. LOUIS,
MEMPHIS and principal points EAST,
:i0p. a, NORTH and SOUTHEAST.
m

Santa Fe Time Table.

SE
of NW
of NE
of SE 14 and NE 14 of SW
NW
Sec. 5, T. 9 N. R. 14 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz;
Jose A. Sisneros of Anton Cbico, N.
Tim Table No, 71
lEIToctlva Wednesday April 1, 1003.1
M.; Emiterlo Chavez of Anton Chlco,
N. M.; Francisco Chaves of Anton
Chico, N. M.; Oregoglo Archibeca, of SA8T BOUND
WEST SOUHD
No.
Anton Chlco, N. M.
Miles No. 428
9:00 a m..Lv.... Rants IT
s ennm
At
MANUEL R. OTERO,
11:00a m..Lv...KHianola..Ar..54 ... 3:00 urn
m..l.v... Km1iU(lo..Ar. M.... l;06pi
t
Register.
i:40 p m..Lv.Trvs Pledras.Ar. W... .10:06 m
6:Htpni..Lv..,Antunllo. .Ar.1.... 7 H6am
Ar l'3 .. .6:10 a m
S:&0pm..Lv.,,Alan,iisa...
8:05 a HI..I.V ....Pueblo ...htm.,.. 1:37 am
7:1& a m..Ar... Denver.. ,.Lv.404.... 0:30
pm

...MCA i.vr...

Very Remarkable Cure for Diarrohea.
"About six years ago for the first
time in my life I had a sudden and
severe attack of diarrhoea, says Mrs.
"I
Alice Miller of Morgan, Texas.
got temporary relief but it came back
again and again, and for six long
years I have suffered more misery and
agaony than I can tell. It was worse
than death. My husband spent hundreds of dollars for physicians' prescriptions and treatment without avail.
Finally we moved to Bosque county,
our present home, and one day I happened to see an advertisement of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy with a testimonial of
a man who had been cured by it. The
case was so similar to my own that
I concluded to try the remedy. The result was wonderful. I could hardly
realize that I was well again, or believe it could be so after having suffered so long, but that one bottle of
medicine, costing but a few cents,
cured me." For sale by all druggists.

23rd, 1903.
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Manhattan....
Wis. Cent.
"
:

7677.
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Nos. and 4 carry Pullman cars only.
o
No. 1 Is the local train east bound i also carCall on nearest agent for full infor- ries Pullman sleeper for Denver, Kansas Otty
and Oblcago; also tourlsU cars. This train mat Ion or address the undersigned.
N. B. For handsomely illustrated
arrives La Junta 10:J0 p. m. Connection for
Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver booklet descriptive of
CLOUDCROFT.
No. 5 leaves La Junta J:3 a, in. arrive
Pueblo 5:15 a.m. Colorado Spring 8:40 a, m the Premier Summer Resort of the
Southwest, send four cents postage to
Denver 9:90 a. m.
ss
s as
sis
No.1 s a local train west-bouand Is a
General Passenger Agent,
a Southern California train, carries Pullman
E P."N. Syvtenfp
sleeper and Tourist sleepers and Chair Car
BI Paso, TeT
for Los Angeles.
No, 7 Is Northern California train carrying
Pulman and Tourist sleepers and Chair
Oars for San Francisco; also carries sleeper
waa
for El Paso. Arrives Albuquerque 10:04 p.
(Homestead Entry No. 4592.)
m. connection for El Paso, Demlng and SilNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ver City. Leaves Albuquerque 11:00 p. m.
Arrives El l'aoT:65 a. m. Demlng 7:90 a. m.
Department of the Interior,
Silver City 10:18 a. m.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
No. 8 Is through train for Chicago carrying
April 7, 1903.
Pullman and Tourist sleepers and Chair car.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Arrive La Janta 11:35 a. m. Connection for
lowing named settler has filed notice Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver.
of his Intention to make final proof No. aoa leaves La Junta 1S;S0 p. m. Arrives
Pueblo S: 10
Colorado Springs 8;40 p. m,
In support of his claim, and that said Denver 8 p, m.t
p.m.
proof will be made before Robt. L.
Santa Fe branch trains connect with Not.
M. Robs, U. S. Court Commissioner, t,
7 and 8.
at Las Vegas, N. M., on June 8, 1903, Roundtrlp tickets to points not over 138 ms.
10 per cent redaction
viz:
CommatsUon tickets between Lee Vegas and
A.
JOHN
ABERCROMBIE,
aot Spring! 10 ride. ai.oo.Uood M daya

,

2K

Southern By
" "nf d

jf I

TV

48

st.p
s.
p

June

Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing-namesettler has filed notice of
his Intention to make final proof in
support of hi3 claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of San Miguel county at Las
Vegas, N. M., on August 6th, 1903, viz:
GREGORIO GARCIA
for the SE
Sec. 15, T. 13 N., R.
22 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, said lanJ,
viz:
Juan Quintans of Las Vegas, N. M ;
Preciliano Madrid of Las Vegas, N. M.;
Benlgno Martinez of Las Vegas, N.
M.; Juan Garcia of Las Vegas, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

al

6114

Republic Steel and Iron.
pfd.

Homestead Entry No. 4963.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

wing-named

64S4
10a

" pra

Notice is hereby given that the
settler has filed notice
The mirror never flatters: it tells
of his intention to make final proof in
no
matter
how
much
mav
truth,
hurt the
it
support of his claim, and that said
pride or how humiliating and disagreeable
the reflections. A red, rouerb. skin is fatal to
proof will be made before U. S. Court
Commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M., on
beauty, and blackheads, Matches and DitUDles
I'll!
are ruinous to the complexion, and no wonder such
July 25th, 1903, vis:
desperate efforts are made to hide these blemishes. nn4
VIDAL DURAN
cover over the defects, and some never stop to consider
for the NW
Sec. 9, T. 16N, R. 14E.
tae uanger m BKin iooas, lace lotions, soaps, salves
He names the following witnesses
and powders, but apply them vigorously and often with-ou- t
to prove bis continuous residence upregard to consequences, and manv comolexinne
are ruined by the chemicals and poisons contained in these cosmetics. on and cultivation of said land, vis:
Skin diseases are due to internal causes, to humors and poisons in the Julian Coca, of Mineral H111...N.
M.;
blood, and to attempt a cure by exter-nTomas Benavides, of Mineral Hill, N.
treatment is an endless, hopeless
M.; Juan de Dios Lucero, of Mineral
With m UViH Ntftl.rAah.
MkSA. VI VIUUUVUV
rss0ae
WVUiV duupt
Abont twelve years ago I started Hill, N. M.; Benito Creepin, of Mineral
is often beneficial
when the skin is
B. 8. 8., and after
taking three
much inflamed or itches, but you cant using
bottles I felt
myself eared and hays Hill, N. M.
sine
bottle
a
taken
local
occasionally,
remedies for permadepend upon
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and had little or no trouble along
nent relief, for the blood is continually
that line. My general health has
186 30t.
Register.
better
since.
recommend
been
I
throwing off impurities which irritate B. 8. B. as a good blood medicine sad
and clog the glands and pores of
U round tonic, Yours truly,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mrs. M. I. PITIAJID.
the skin, and as long as the blood reDepartment of the Interior,
mains unhealthy, just so long will the
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Sous two years ago X suffered a
eruptions last. To effectually and pers':rest deal, caused on account of bad
June 16, 1903.
manently cure skin troubles the blood blood.
Small rash or simples broke
must be
and the system out over my body and kept getting
Notice is hereby given that the
or day for over a year, following-namethoroughly cleansed and built up, and wvm
settler has filed notice
evinar d.
d. advertised In the pa
S. S. 8., the well known blood purifier Here and 0.liavlnv
h&rtl mmt It t,at4 of his intention to make final
proof
cured
several
this city, in
and tonic, is acknowledged superior to concluded to peopleit in
a fair trial.
support of his claim, and that said
all other remedies for tfiis purpose. It After using; the (ire
modiolus for so
time, taking fn all six bottles, I was' proof will be made before the United
is the only guaranteed strictly vegetaStates Commissioner at Las Vegas,
ble blood remedy. It never deranges entirely cured.
w"H0 O. LONO,
1080 Clay ?D
BtrsetTPaducah, V. N. M.. on July 27, 1903. viz:
Ihe System or impairs the digestion
Ulce Potash and Arsenic and drilgs of this character, but aids in the digestion
FERMIN SALAZAR,
Una assimilation of food and improves the appetite. Being a blood purifier of Trementlna, N. M., for the NW ,
and tonic combined, the humors and poi- SE
and S
SE 14, SW
of SE
sons are counteracted and the blood made
Sec. 25. T. 15N.. R. 23 E.
rich and pure, and at the same time the He names the
following witnesses
general health and system is rapidly built to prove his continuous residence
upon
is
health
and
and
established,
good
up
this, after all, is the secret of a smooth, and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose Abran Salazar of Trementlna,
soft skin and beautiful complexion.
If you have any skin trouble send for our free book, ' ' The Skin and Its N. M.; Mileclo Sanchez of Las Vegas,
Diseases." No charge for medical advice. Write us about your case.
N .M.; Feliberto Sanchez of TremenTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GAm
tlna, N. M.; Sesario Sanchez of Trementlna, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The salary of the president of the
In Odesa, Mo., yesterday Mr. Bryan
t
.
Register.
United States is only $50,000 a year, said te Republican party is "drifting
but It has other compensations. Mr. toward general subserviency to the
Roosevelt was given a life member- trusts." Gauged by his previous uttership in the New Jersey Historical so- ances on the same subject, the party
hasn't very far VP dTift,
ciety.

ii
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follo-

an

pfd
0. Pac.
Norfolk
pac. nail..
Com..
Beading
B. 1 Com..

LAN...

Some men let dollars slip by while
struggling to save the pennies.

10,

1KH

23
17
83

S.ft 0
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NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
Land pake at Santa, F, N. St., June

Shi

sua pra

xnose BMcrooes ra rae-i- ce
cream
must be having a good time these

night-

Take your choice.

days.

following New York nock quotations
Obl- wen reoelTed by Lew Bros., (member
eago Board of Trade), rooms t and ( Oroclr
Kt Block, (Oolo. Phone sue, La Vena Phone
is.) over tneir own private wires from Mew
York, Chicago and Colorado Springs; corres
pondent of the Arms of Logan & Bryan N. Y.
and Chicago member iHew York Block
aaiuTe
Chicago Board of Trade, and Win.
A. Otis ft Co.. Bankers and Brokers. Ooloradc
3prlnss
Olose
Description
... 49
Amalgamated Oopper..
American sugar
..118
Atchison Com
....
... 63
... 8S
pfd

..
..
...
..

oso thing sad

ISosssstsad Ester No.

Ihe

B. A O.....
B. K. T
Oblcago A Alton Com..

is--

mare is another.

7

is

not

Too

ij. nrnr

Good for

W

Our Customers.

T

THE MONTEZUMA

au

Our Pride's in
Our Printing.

Monuments

AND

BATHS
Las Vegas Hot Springs, - -

ul,.!'J!!?,iJt'?orl.,!"tft

MnJf!4.""1
?m--

tv

It

"'J""bl

THE OPTIC I

New Mexico

A HEALTH RESORT
Ami try the nincral Wster Betas, Baths el all kinds
fives.
Baths snrivslletf tor Rheasjatbn.

jod

The Peal

nQorjis

nmtt,unu anonmnuvlstlons at nsawmiible prlcoa. The
provLle for v,ral liamln d gamlm.
,as Vmras Hot

Phlrlsiis
.f"i"r,,,,"p","1,
h2?i,Vi "W!;Hl'!0?frkl!"""r"1
t"

rtJ''c"''

MVm.

In marble and brown stoue.
All work guaranteed.
Yards, corner Tenth sircar.
Douglas avenue.
MILES SWEENEY,

the Mmitrauma
at nun.),
are unrivalled In beau- The Meal plate for a

M. D.. Msdlcal Director.

But-Jilen-

Mur-phey'-

,

HI
"
Winters Drag Co.
I

I

Mill

j

"PLAZA
PHARMACY'

Go West to the Ocean
California s summer Climate is finest
t

in

Dealers fn X

DRUGS, riEDICINES and CHEMICALS.

Surf-bathin-

Cool Trip on
g-

snow-cappe-

You can buy

combination

ncluding

s,

'""""""""""""""mi

a

the world.
Sierras

round trip ticket to Ooronado this
railroad and Pullman fare, meals en routa, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board
an,l lodging
Coronado
Tent City at a rery low price.
Tent City is a popular Southern' California summer
seaside most
Write for full particular, about Uls delightful rtnaMoa
tun.

Patent medicines, sponges, syringes, soaps, combs and brush-aperfumery, fancy and toilet articles snd all goods usually
kept by druggists. Physicians' preoptions carefully compounded and all orders correctly answered. Goods selected
with great care and warranted as represented.

Las Vegas, New Mexico,
mi nil

lha Santa Fa.
ocean breezes
d

$L

stsas?- - Santa Eo

nd

Prop.

Tent City, Corontdo Beach, California.

and

outlnir. I? urtlior Information irliiiiv f,mii..i
W. E. TALBOT, Manager.
W. H HINTON, A. B

issawsm jwm

summer-I-

DONT STOP TO ASK

nSADOW CITY HAPPENINGS
nam far rent ai
tzU cHMrt

CITIZENS' ASSOCIATION.

RteUTa.

la the

Plus tonight

MATTERS OF PUBLIC IN
AT
TEREtT DISCUSSED
WEST SIDE MEETING
LAST NIGHT.

"

Rehearsal of A Texas Steer at the
opera house tonight

la

yjraif and
$30.00

$23.00

The Good Old
Summer Time

h

THE HUD.

those etegaart
Suits .

$10.95

Tot ohatc of avny in the Hmim.

ONE WEEK ONLY

nearly over, and we must make room
for our stock of winter goods which will
soon arrive.
Is

COUNCIL MEETING.
Legal Action Decided Upon to Pre
vent Pissing of Library in Hillsitc City Fathers Struggle With a Compli
cated Sidewalk Question.
Park Protest Against Wasteful ExThe
city council held a special meet
Route.
on
Scenic
penditure
O.
L. Gregory,
ing last night
The west side organization of bus-- Henry Lorenzen were on the carpet
A
tnes men met last night and discussed for violation of city ordinance.
man isn't usually called to account for
of
matters
Importance.
public
many
better than be has to, but
Reports of committees were listened building
It seems
thla case was exceptional.
to with Interest.
councl agreed
the
some
time
that
ago
stated
The sidewalks committee
to leave to the discretion of a majority
that contracts had been let for nearof
property holders of a certain block
work
ly alt the plaza frontage and that
the
question as to whether stone or- would begin soon. The road and culshould be used In constructing
cement
vert committee bad secured the ap
The majority voted for
a
sidewalk.
pointment of Montgomery Bell by the stone. Messrs. Gregory and Lorenzen
county board to repair the Important had cement
put down and colored
stone bridges on Hot Springs boule and
squared In Imitation of flagging.
vard. The county commissioners had
than stone, beIs

Tonight la the regular night for the
wat aide band concert.
been
Win. Baaach, the baker, baa
in
officials
the
license
by
granted a
charge.
Gregorio Sanchez of Juan Je Dlos,
in the city today with his annual
wool clip.

vu

aaiiiHaMssaBS

The Meadow City Whist club will
Indulge In a picnic to the springs
nest Thursday.

r

to 1,10 ban concert
tad ball at tb Duncan tomorrow
evening. "You'll how a good time. .

rare tad

Cme

MANY

Eead boys' tail at the opera bouse
tDBMTTOW Bight

Ba

WHY
The Craw 4a sow R.uetUn

J. W. Metcalf, who recently opened
the
fruit stand on Lincoln avenue, has already ordered timber to
been granted a license to do business. Galllnaa bridge and would hire an
9aannawaaaassBnaa)MMaasNsBaasBaaiMBasBs
expert to put the structure in proper
Troop A Is making arrangements for order.
an exhibition dismounted guard mount The committee on library reported
to take place the first Sunday In Au- that their offer to the city council
gust
of several free sites for that InstltU'
tlon had received no notice but that
Issloned officer school,
The non-comet last night and transacted several that body had unanimously repassed
matter of Importance to the cavalry the ordinance locating the building in
"
After fully discus
the Hillslte park.
troop.
sing the matter the meeting voted
A mercantile license has been grant- that legal action be taken to prevent
ad Frank D. Padllla to do business at the carrying out of this Intention of
the village of Los Vlglles for the next the city council.
The committee on opposition to the
year.
Agua Pura company's condemnation
Juan N. Duran, the Villanueva mer suit was found short one member by
chant has been granted a license the absence from) town of Mr. Nord- text thrfj haus and In bis place the chairman
which Is good for the
months.
appointed Mr. Chacon. This committee was Instructed to secure
The Decapods and the All Stars will eration with the board of trade and
contest for supremacy at the bat next the
county board In opposing the con
Sunday without fan whether they are demnatlon proceedings.
allowed to charge an admission or not
A committee was directed to se
cure
action of the county commls
It was the Las Vegas Are depart
ment who adopted new resolutions in sloners In fixing sidewalk lines and
stead of the west side fire department grades on the plaza, and to procure
as erroneously stated in last night's the removal of electric light and tele
phone polos from the plaza to the
"
Optic.
alleys and rear streets.
The seemingly wasteful expendiGoldenberr A Co.; of Ouav eountv
have entered suit against Luke Hunt ture of public money In the work on
er to recover the sum of 1245 which the scenic road as now located was
the latter secured In goods and other warmly protested against and the
merchandise.
advisability of acting In the matter
was left to a committee. Then, after
One of the funniest comedies ever some Informal exchange of views and
originated from the brain of a farce sentiments on public affairs, the meet
Steer ing adjourned subject to call.
comedy writer la the Texas
which will soon be presented by the
Ths strest Railway.
t
cavalry boys. :'
This morning the local directors
Generally fair tonight and Thursday and stockholders of the Las Vegas ft
was the weather report today. The Hot Springs electric street railway
temperature report yesterday was as company, reinforced by Oreon Scott,
follows: Maximum, 92; minimum, 50; the St, Louis director, who Is spending
mean, 71; precipitation, 0; mean hu- the week here, held a meeting. As
the preliminaries relative to the es
midity, 53.
tabllshment of the proposed belt line
The machinery for the
have not yet been completed, It was
copper mill has all arrived and decided to adjourn to early In August
has been unloaded at the mill site and Dy that time It Is believed that
every
oon that Industry will be operating
tiling will be In shape to Justify befor the profit of the mine owner and
ginning the work of extension. Those
promoter.
present at the meeting reported very
progress.
satisfactory
Any gentleman having moro than
Mr. Scott reports being much en
one lady partner at Ibe Military band
ball tomorrow evening will le charged oouragod by the prospect and express
the extension will
25 cents for etc'i extra lady, whltfi es the belief that
will admit to the parquet. No res- probably lie authorized at the August
meeting. At the meeting on the west
trictions on laily spectators.
side last night, the question came up
The clerks' union met last night and for discussion and the general expres
transacted several matters of Impor slon was In favor of supporting the en
tance. When they next meet a new terprlse. Mr. Scott expects to spend
drill team will be In working order the remainder of the week In the city.
and those who are figuring on Joining
Band Concert
the order are assured of a good time.
Regular weekly band concert In
Each lady attending tho Military the Plasa park this evening at 8:15
bend bail tomorrow evening at IM p. m. Following will be rendered:
Hall.
Duncan
house wi'.l receive a ser March "New Colonial"
viceable fan. Arrangement have been Overture "The Village Bell,"..
Bouillon
,
made to, have the opera house thor"Auf
Walts
Wledersehen,".,
Bailey
ventilated
and
will
the
dancers
oughly
Nlles
March "Zacatecss,"
be able to keep cool.
SerenadeVFarewell to the For- .. i . Mcndelson
est,"
There was a family mix up on
Twelfth afreet last night and today Medley "Plantation Echoes," Coates
Moret
one of the participants was wearing a March "Hlawat ha,"
"America."
towel around her head. Jealousy la
alleged to bo the cause of all the trou
J. N. Johnson of Denver, Colo., has
ble but Pabst Milwaukee beer was un
doubtedly at the bottom of the affair, arrived to take the place of night operator at tho Western Union teleThe Las Vegss Military band boys graph company office made vacant by
will give another one of those enjoy- the death of O. W. Patterson.
able balls at the opera house tomorCowan A McClaln have entered suit
row night. Judging from the advance
In this county against Manuel Chavez
sale it is safe to predict that one of
the largest crowds of the season will to recover the sum of $110 which the
attend. ; The new uniforms have ar- plaintiff loaned the defendant on a
rived and this will be the first occa- promissory nolo.
sion upon which they will be worn.
Mrs. f. P. Hcrzog and Earl left tofor a long tour Inclining Sioux
day
The committee who had charge of
Dakota and
Iowa. Yankton,
City,
tie west side Fourth of July celobra-UoIn Illinois.
points
report that they have a small surplus left on hand from the fund that
Dotulngo N. Haea has been
was raised by theVest slJe citizens a license to do a mercantilegranted
busifor the proper celebration of the glo- ness on the west aide for the next
rious fourth, which they have decided three months.
to put In the savings-banand allow
to accumulate, interestk until next year
will
WATCH OUT1
Something
When It, will be tied o advantage la drop tomorrow night,' Boo I. K. Lewis
araMlag Interest la another celebra-- Shoe ft Clothing Co.'s space, page
-

Commencing July 13th,
we will give

$25 Worth
of Blue

$15.00
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were

present at the concert given at the
Montezuma last night by Chev. Uuzzl,
Mis Miller, Prof. Blair and Miss Katie
Htepp. The program went off as an
nounced in The Optic. It was a most
enjoyable affair throughout. The next
eoueert will be given Friday evening. Adequate arrangements will be
made to transport those w lulling to
go from the city.
An effort Is being made to secure
east
weekly band concert on the
side and It has been proposed that
a baud stand be built on the top of
the Antlers' saloon on the corner of
Douglas avenue and Sixth street, but
this does not seem to appeal to the
band boys and It Is very likely that
arrangements will be made for weekly

concerts

In

the parks.

W. H. Parnell was presented with a
handsome rocking chair as a token of
esteem from Apache Lodge No. 245,

B.!LF.

i
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Hats left, worth from $4.50 to $8.00.

Opposite Osmtanede Hotel

DROP IN WHEN AT THE DEPOT.
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to 18th

Why Sweat?
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i

Cool Clothes are Cheap Now
SEE
SOME

if.

i
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Hosiery, 2Do

BACHARACH BROS.

Ilfeld's: The Plaza
?
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Red Trading Stampi With All Purchases.

The largest assortment in
town to select from.
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Largest and
Most Attractive
Sale of
High Character

A Great Reduction Sale on all

Our
and
and Summer Suit.

Spring

MM,
,l1 loto.
lot No.

, ... . . . . .
Suits, were 110.00,
; . . .'!....
3641,
Suits, were I850v
1 lot So. 36C0,
Suits, were 1850,
1 lot No. 3658,
Suite, were $7.50,
1 lot No. 3550. 2- - piece Suits, were $7.50,
1 lot No. 2156. 3- - piece Linen Suits, were $6.00
1 lot No. 2147,
Crash Suits, were $5.00.
Crash Suits, were $4.00 :
1 lot No. 2212,
1 lot No. 2151,
Crash Suits, were $3.50. . . i,
1 lot No. 3550' Coats and Vests only, were $7.50.

...now
...now
...now
...now
...now
...now
...now
...now
...now
...now

.........

I

$8.00
7.00

7jOO

fi.oO
OJMf

COO

3.75
3.00
2.00
6.00

Cohstfnsr &
lerf,
f.7crx Cutto

The label H. S. t M, on our stock of
these crand suits la a positive guarantee that they are made by tho moat
renowned oktthlersm These garments
are all hand tailored, bearttj dlstkw
tlon, eleganoe and artlstkt work.
Theme prlaeely amrmeatm ere pomltlvmly worth end
meld In tee hemtelothlaa hemes today mt $Z2M and

figurement.

guests

QQ
65c to $1.15

As a result of action by the Cit
izens' asoclation last night the board
of county commissioners this morning
ordered the removal of telephone and
electric light wires from the plaza Into the rear streets and alleys eur
This measure was taken
rounding.
because In tho building of the new
and wider sidewalks already ordered
It would be necessary to move many
poles and It was Judged to be an opa
portune occasion to accomplish
much desired end in having all poles
and wires taken from the square
whore they are a menace and dis

About two hundred

OOa

in stamps free with
Waists from

y

-

AllWclstoct Actual Cczt,

$5.00

A

;

o

$1.25 to $2.00

Remember the dates
July 13th

10c a Yard

39c a Yard

In stamps free with
Waists from

y

Lawns

I7ic

Wash Silks

$10.00

But the council was not harmonious.
Some argued that the body had no Jurisdiction whatever; that if the gentlemen bad violated an ordinance, ac
tion in law must be brought against
them. Others said that, as the council had given Instruction that a Btone
walk was to be laid, and that as the
behest had not been obeyed within a
specified time, the body had full power
to go ahead and build a cement walk
as provided by city ordinance, whether a stone walk happened to be in
the way or not.The question was final-lpassed up for the next regular
meeting to struggle with.

lion,

ON

$2.25 to $3.25

by.

Carrie A. monger has entered suit
against her lord and master, Joseph
Blonger for the purpose of securing a
divorce.
The participants are real
dents of this county and the plaintiff
given tho Information In her complaint
that they were married In Santa Fe
county on April 10, 1902, by a Justice
of the peace and that they did live
happily together until the 18th of May,
1902, when her lord and master did
without cause or provocation desert
and abandon her which was the prin
ciple reason why the plaintiff did en
tor this cause and pray for a separa

50 Per
Cent Discount
ALL MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.'

in HtamuH free with
Waists from

co-o- p

'

LOOK!!

$3.50 to $5.00

better
yond question, but the argument of
the city fathers is that It destroys the
harmony of the walk and Is an offense
to the aesthetic taste of the passers

Morning Fire.
gasoline stove was responsible
for no little excitement in the vicinity of Shaefer's drug store this motnbefore
A
passers-blittle
eight,
lng.
saw smoke emerging from a side
door and quickly sounded the alarm.
A good many were passing and before
the fire department reached the
scene, the door had ben thrown open
and a gasoline stove, blazing furiously
had beon pitched tit Into the street.
Only trifling damage was done to the
building. The wood work about the
door caught fire but a bucket of water
extinguished the blazo. Lee Crltes
had lighted one of the burners In the
usual way by the use of wood al
cohol. In some way the tank caught
and an explosion followed. The young
man's face was painfully burned and
his hair came In for a free elngelng.
Mr. Vincent, the pharmacist, was also
burned In assisting Crites to throw
out tho blazing stove.

Trading

with any
Stamps
Shirtwaist from

This walk

If Not, Get Busy.

Are You Interested?

603 8IXTH

.

f . ,5,
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STORE
PEOPLE'S
R.EICH a
COMPANY.

I

$20. The emtlrm mortmtmnt goem In thla

QfQJj fJcppjf
Look tor our Largo Cllls.

sale mt

8TREET.

DUg

for VJcrca Bpyc

just received
line of
Ladies' Belts that sell
on sight at
20c Oc AOc
7c 50c Wtc
We have

a new

I!(KT(I fHiTIIIM) Wix i
Tiir
11114 IfVKJl Vll UUVIUUIUllVUWaJ
M, GREENBERGER,
,

1 1

An elegant line of Shirt
WaiBt

1 1 1

Sets at
25c, 30c,

5c

and a great variety of

NOVELTIES.

90c

AND

IP

1
1

IF EVERYDAY!

I

Oreon Vegetables
Country Eggs a

g

EAST END OF BRIDGE.

,
Ladies'
fpAPEN'S.f
Screen
m

.

Doors
AT

er any size

wanted.

corner Grand and
avenue. HENRY 4

Bridge Street
Hardware Store

a$ 76

IP

ARBAGE CANS are required
by law. We will make to ord-

Vgai

L.W.ILFELD,Prtprietr

Tegai 'Phone

Shop
Douglas
8UNDT.

109.

i
Shirt

.

11
Waists,

are moving rapidly.

Our July
Clearing
Sale is in
Full Bloom.

Skirts

Petticoats and
Also for

this week

Ltxdies Slippers and Oxfords
at
3.5Q
.1.5Q $2.00 $2.25
Cheap

Will sell at

$1.00

12 yard Lonxilale
12 yard- - Fruit of the Loom

$1.60

$1.75

$2.00

,..

15 yards Atftoxkeag Gingham
JO yards tnllco
,
'
Don't miss this opportunity to get Bargains
RESTAURANT h the
that speak in a CLARION VOICE.
dining place of our best

W.

$1.00

l.OO

1 .0

l,0O

-

who enjoy good
and good service. (03

DMPERIAL those

aveau.
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